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'J'i LE PP,ES I DENT'S SCHEDULE 

Mom1ay 1'1arch 26, 1979 

Dr. Zbigniew Brzezinski - Oval Office. 

Mr. Frank.Moore - The Oval Office. 

Mr. Jody Powell The Oval Office. 

Meeting with His Excellency Anwar Al-Sadat, 
President of the Arab Republic of Egypt. 
(Dr. Zbigniew Brzezinski) - Oval Office 

Meeting with His Excellency Menachem Begin, 
The Prime Minister of Israel. (Dr. Zbigniew 

Brzezinski) - The Oval Office. 

Luncheon Honoring His Excellency and 
Mrs. Anwar Al-Sadat, and His Excellency 
and Mrs. Menachem Begin - Second Floor 

Dining Room. 

Signing of the Peace Treaty Between 
Egypt and Israel The North Lawn. 

State Dinner (Business Suit) Honoring 
His Excellency and Mrs. Anwar Al-Sadat 
and His Excellency and Mrs. Menachem 

Begin The South Grounds. 
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Treaty signing statement -- draft 

NesmlthfHertznerg 
3/23/79 
6:00 p.m . 

We meet today to solemnize a treaty of peace. And 
-

;t we meet to rededicate ourselves to a .vision of peace as old 

as mankind. 

The peace that is signed today has a.meaning that 

comes down to us through time. 

In ancient days, God promised Abraham that from his 

seed would come many nations, and that promise has been ful-

filled. Yet for a long time the people of Israel and the 

people of Egypt--two of the nations of the children of 
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Abraham, trusting in the same God, hoping for the same peace 

]tAJ. �t 
--knew only enmity and war between them. That time

A
is 

at an end. 

We will not forget the past. To do so would deny the 

"ff.tJ /A/J 
wisdom bought with its pain. But part of what Lt teaches 

A 

us is the courage not to be bound by it. 

Anwar el-Sadat and Menachem Begin have demonstrated that 

special kind of courage. These b·m men, who risked all in 

war to win independence 1or their peoples, now risk all to 

wrench hope out of despair. These two m_en, whose hearts 

had grown accustomed to the weight of grief, now reach out 

to the enemies of their youth, and dare to make peace. 

Theirs is the vision of the Psalmist: "Behold, how good arid. 

how pleasant it is for brethren to dwell together in uriity!"* 

In the language of Egypt peace is called Salaam; in the 

language of Israel it is called Shalom. These words, sacred 

*Psalms 133:1 
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in both languages, signify far more than an absence of war. 
' 

·They signify a t.ranquili ty that is permanent and that dwells 

in freedom and honor. 

All of us pray that that kind of peace may someday be-

come a reality throughout the Middle East. But at this 

moment of thanksgiving, it is well to remember that not all 

' 

our prayers have yet been answered. 

This treaty of peace is but the first step on a long 

and difficult road. We must not minimize the obstacles 

that lie ahead. Profound differences still separate the 

signatories to this treaty from each other 

q 
�g their neighbors who fear what they have done. To 

overcome those differences, to dispel those fears, we must 

rededicate ourselves to the goal of a broader peace that is 

just to all who have suffered in the Middle East. 

Too many children have grown up knowing only war and 
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terror and uneasy cease-fires. There are too many widows, 

too many orphans, too many desolate villages, too many 

shattered lives. Yet out of the anguish of the peoples of 

Egypt and Israel has come a stronger faith, a faith that 

can reach out to old enemies with honor and dignity and 

compassion. 

We share a vision of a time when all the people of the 

Middle East �ay turn their energies to the works of life--

when young people can marry and start families with the 

hope of seeing their children's children--when the old can 

die quietly in their beds after witnessing many a gentle 

spring. We pray for that time; we shall work for that time. 

This is a season of renewal, when the earth brings forth 

life. The Koran tells us of a Prophet and King of Israel for 

whom God's power "made the violent wind flow tamely."* The 

Old Testament tells us the words of that king, the words of 

*The Koran, S.XXI: 81 
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Solomon: 

"To everything there is a season, and a time.to every 

purpose under the_heaven."* 

For centuries the people of Israel were dispersed around 

the world, often despised and persecuted. For centuries the 

people of Egypt suffered under foreign domination. Only in 

the past generation have these two proud and ancient peoples 

again become independent nations. 

But that generation has also been a time of killing, a 

time of breaking down, a time to mourn, a time of weeping, 

a time of war. 

We pray that the season of weeping is past, _that now 

will come a time to heal, a time to build up, a time to 

laugh, a time to dance. We pray that at last the children 

of Abraham have come to a time of peace. 

# # # 

*Ecclesiastes 3:1 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 
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presume (hope) original 
speech cards have already 
been sent to you for 
3/26/79 treaty of peace 
signing ceremony 

thanks--susan 



r· , f,J' 
d r a f t - -;;t:L�-1, >-laic ;,'9 1 �.fl e f' - -�Jt, � 

d. f� 

f4J#I s�;. 
President Sada t, Prime M_inister Begin, Egyptian, Israeli f,J""* 

and American friends: � Pf�'� 
f� · ,r  

Welcome, everyone, to this joyous occasion. We have prayed ,d. 
and worked for peace. Now give thanks to Gbd that we can celebrate 

the beginnings of peace in the Middle East. 

The first resident of this house, President John Adams, 

said that leaders study war and politics so that their children 

might study mathematics, philosophy and science so that their 

children might study music, architecture and art. 

If the day is to come when mankind can, in the words of 

the spiritual, "study war no more," then we must have the � 

foresight and the moral strength to make a commitment now to 

a future of peace� That is what Egypt and Israel have done --

and they have set an example for all the world. 

After thirty years and four wars, after countless deaths 

and terrible anguish, we ca·n now at least glimpse a new era 

ahead -- an era, we hope, in which violence no longer dominates 

the Middle East, and the just concerns of all find peaceful 

expression. 

The path of peace has brought us a long way in a short 

time. 

. .  

-� 
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visit to Ismailia. Their vision and their courage stirred 

hope in the hearts of people around the world. 

The distance we have come since then is little short of 

miraculous. There were difficult moments, times when the 

differences seemed impossible to overcome. But at each of those 

times, a few simple realities summoned us to renewed effort: 

The sober·ing awareness of the consequences ol failure; 

The.· knowledge that the process we had embarked upon 

was the only route to practical progress; 

-- The obligation we feel to those who have suffered so 

much, to the young, and to future generat"ions; 

-- And, above all, the truth of our faith; 

These things sustained us, and they have brought us here 

tonight. 

I want to note here a simple fact: that when others could 

not or would not move to end the seemingly endless tragedy of 

. 

e_l-

the middle East, Anwaq,Sadat and r.ienachem Begin dared to think 

the ·unthinkable -- dared to do what others feared could not be 

done -- dared to sieze history in their hands and turn it 

toward peace. They deserve the gratitude of everyone on earth. 
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This has been an achievement .ncit only of individuals 

but of peoples -- st
.
rong and creative peoples, proud of 

their past heritage arid their present achievements arid wise 

enough to know. that their future survival and success can only 

be assured through cooperation and mutual trust. 

Tonight we commemorate not the end but the beginning 

of a peace process -- for a treaty between Egypt and Israel 

is but the first step along the road. 

We hope that others will soon join us in our efforts to 

make this a true and lasting peace. I welcome and invite 

those who have held back -- for whatever motive to join 

us in support of peacer dignity and brotherhood in the Middle 

East. The way is long and hard -- but peace is the way. 

Finally, let me say a word about a new reality which has 

emerged in the course of the last sixteen months and which, 

I believe, will assure the success of this treaty. It has been 

said that we cannot tell the precise moment when friendship 

is formed. In filling a glass drop by drop there is at last 

a drop which makes it run over. So too, in the course of 

shared hopes and work� there comes a moment when the heart runs 

over. Iri our days and months together there have been painful 

moments, sharp words, difficult discussions; but more often, 

and more importantly, there have been times of true comradeship. 
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The friendship I feel for President Sadat and Prime Minister 

Begin and the others Egyptian, Israeli, and American 

who serve this cause so selflessly is of great personal 

"' 
importance to me. It is lasting bond. It will help us 

• 

surmont the difficulties ahead, and it will make our shared 

successes all the more joyful. 

Let us now commit ourselves to making this treaty the 

foundation for a wider and greater peace that all the Middle 

East may join and all the world support. Let us seek, in the 

words of Thomas Jefferson, "equal and exact justice to all 

men, of whatever state or persuasion� religious or political; 

and peace, commerce and honest friendship with all nations." 

And now I would like to propose a toast: 

-- To the President of the Arab Republic of Egypt, 

Anwar el-Sadat, and the Prime Minister of the State of Israel, 

Menachem Begin; 

-- To the great and ancient peoples they serve, the people 

of Egypt and the people of Israel, now joined together in hope; 

-- And to the cause we all serve: to peace. 

######## 
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Draft·of a.speech.for President Ji:mrny Carter to be used at 

the- signing -of the Egyptian-Israeli Peace Treaty. ?I · �-- · · · ' J(2l.( 7a, -- - ··:··-.: 

. � . . . - .. -- . 
For thirty years , t.;;e §n::.al Ra�i Emi5a1 Israel and E<;;r.JPtx � ... �'<._: . · 

--,. - _ .. _ . :·.,.·- . a� _-··_.:--.. _·_-_-,,:_,� --·;'·-

waged . war . •- ·  For the past sixteen months these- sarne_twd nations 
· .  . ' . -· .I\ ._ . - : . .. 

have waged peace. Today we >-o��::ir� al'le cei�b�ate ·� victor�-'_:� ._,o 
bloody' . 

-
··· · · - ; :, · ·.- ' . ·. : - � - 1-.tp.t�"t·,.:· .,_,_-_·"-' .-:�-' 

not- of a g;ysA:..iQ� • !ll� l �ta:ry campaign, • but of-1 'a st i'rii D� :P�ace- -_-. 
·_ · - - ... - .: · - :_. __ -�":�''!i.:·�·\?:;�-�--��:::;�p��-:::��z: .. <.-:1/:·.�������-:� .. -- - - :-�:t:.;:��\.ir; :; - - - _ . - -· -campaign�- . ··Two. le-aders-· who _·wilL loom· large. iri ·_the _- h.istory_ of- -. 

- - --� 
- >-::�--�-�---:��;��_::-��-�,.�-s:::'�·::'-� ��·�_:_·;-,�t-:�<-���\:::�{�- -· - - -: _, - . __ ·-- . .. --- -. >- - --- - - - --_:;� :< ·::- - - > : 

nations,:.· Anwar, Sadat/and< Menachem Begin,. l)ave: conducted this 
'·. '. 

<: ,, campaig:n,_, :With ·alL. the m.sr.;e, -�;urage;: tenacity,' brilli��e :.: . :- � . .;. . . ,..: . 

. .;.-··� .. 

.·· . . - - .:· . : -; : . 

· .  " . .  : . 

.. . 
on to the fieA/

·
Z';�tli}'j .. ,./' . . ··•··· . .... 

. ... 
·. -· .· Dtli:: . Uzere is . a. gral"la difference _· in thi�

-:
�����a:f-�;:?�e -_, 

. ,·,.;·.;"�:·. �- - . . · .. ·�··.-:>:;-��·.: ' , •  -
soi l:'�f·��:' ·two ' l�e�;

�
l;;�?lOt dreriched \<i ;� i*��-:.�*�-�;�;t" The.'i, 

countrys-ides of·: both''lands are free from the litter -and·: carnage. 

of a .wasteful
·
··war�::'0

'
:"�;t�':r.::..J:/:;� -�=:: ��+���1�lrr.--�chi��-· :-.--�:. :.· 

ren fallen· in senseless 0�attle. The dedication amJ/determi- , ···•:·"}i,;'f, 
nat ion of· these two world. statesmen have· �rii�ea-· b�rrie- fr�'ft . -- · _<, 

Peace has come� · ·.:.. -" -· . . . ·- .. :· . . � .. - . 
. 

·
-

· :.. · · .  ·' 
.:-.... �� = :: �--

:. 
-
.
: 

' 
·.' . ':. ·. ·� . -·. ·. � .· .- . .... ::. .. ··.,...·· 

I honor these- t�;o - leaders wl:l.oers 
.
l i�er� are Crqwpg€}. tied�¥.-- '· . 

. · . . : - '
·
· . . > · . . . · ' . -rt..c. ,� .;:�:"- :'· - . -". '�---:':;, __ . 

I honor the cahi nets, parlj S1W.9l"rts and ·_ government-: officials \Yho ·
,:�:� . _. . . : . . . . A . . . ,. . ·. - . _, __ . .. -. ·:,,-; ... _,-:_-_,_,_,_"-< 

have tirel"ssly, 

dOCUinen t VIe Sigh 

•k n 1 fnl 1¥ ha:mrnered out t�C- ae-e·ai.ls ·ef _this ., . .. , _," - ' .. 
ana enshd 149 I but most of all T honor_the 

·--. '· . 

people of these two lands. whose yearning for peace ,.....\·l:l.esre 
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RQ9easa:ry _social and political clir,,ate tha:-B k:ep_�_,_n¢g,etic3.t:lons. 

��.:.�
. . 

nl()&;r:J:ing funvi:ttd ax:t9.d t� to day culminate;/ in this g_:I.prious 

eve nt � 

· .  Y� Vr/e. have waged peace a.nd we have won,_, .at least the·· 

first step of peace . 
_'('he 

f;angi bl e 

in both natiqns to·,:o��nti nne the purstlit;. ··:'obviou�l:t ..
. 

time. and 
. • ,  .. . · ._ . . : _.;·_. _;_-., ; I ·� • • ;::: .; .. :::--�:-� . --:f:D)·,.>· ·: .. :�. :· .· ,_.- . . . ·.· :·::A.�:��·.:l.-;·:":f""�- ·.-. -'. 

'
wider standing •will; be necessary for· p'eople ,. h.i:th.�rto . enemies, . 

. . . . :· ···-�.-:-.�.�
-- . ·· _:·::..··. ' ·  

. .  

a trea� ht1t: �  to b�coine. :rl�i-ghbors 
-.:"··· in ·the . best sense ",of the word. 

. . · .. ' .. : :T,W'J.-> ·, . 
.

. ' 
·· Ng- Jtno� -e�a-t liiW£>12< beqause a 

paper is signed, '�;;_:.efi ;lith the lwst of i:1t��'E£ofis. ai'H! lilgr .. e.s-t-� 
. 

· . :•· _·.:�:.<-..:.·{·--· ·:· 

of::.mQtsi oaLions · all the problems· will. not automattcally go : 

away. . Future day�.,;ill -�fi',..!;,r the best from- �th· naticm.s ,-to 

giye.� reaTity_· to • these -· lofty ·· aspirations ,• 

.. 

.. · _ _ ·. 

� :. ·
. 
��.��:-�� .:··:.�:' 

.·But iet history :z:;Qcg�a aPJ:e al:li of us take note: . Differmws.ii .: ··� '•···'- . -
·
-

- ·-. ···---:·.: , · ·, . 

. 
-".- .

-
.< ___ ;·�:�:����-:.·;?�.J}� and·· ��cient. 'antagonism:_:��ri be· settXeci .... 

·. :··-
without

. 
bloodshed and �-���gering wa!:;te� of

. 
p:re�iou.s· -�ive.s,· -�� : ' 

··out H<>wtop aestructi on of i ncred i hly costly machines eu�d · •· -. . 
I\l9,tez;j ""l,. without rapacious destruction of the -land.·::.· 

, .,- .- . " 

As difference���e�wee� Lsra:el and E�yp� hegiri to ��-i�t�Je�-
. . P'\0..,) . . . .. .. .-, ' . ' ·, . .. · -

... ... -r;:erel\ re�ains the
_ 

rest of the Arab world whose • SU2:port·'·and : ' .;/:,:,_. 
· . . :r ....-. c...,..,,�a.J · -'tk.i.T·',�;·t: 

·cooperation is needed and honestly sought�··, For·· t:We · "v�e-11. beins,. -. >-. ' 
�e. A�•� �le. w�.,. p-aa.�e, f>t.t...,_ � f1.-.clers &�•'' s,_,!A.f. tlj _ f,._r:i-�!i�-

J-1 
I 0 I J_ • , , • • • '  

���-,.(y�· 

�'l.ah"t; he9ii'l today. . . . 
. 
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(John Nichol qUoting Walker Knight) . 
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e.;:- r.o blo-:-dche&:- It is true that '"e cannot enforce love between . 
:f"fr�-H. 

nations but we can use all mo�-- J� our �ispoc�l to see that-
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President Jimmy_Carter 
The White House.;·•••<'.''·' · .  .. .·'· i . 
Washington,- D. C� :_-�}�000 · . -'::: -· ' 

. ·._·, ·! -��- ·::·-· • ' •.• , •. . ' ..... :-: ':�:. 

.· .. , 

Dear Mr ... _President· · ··: ·:·.�--·_: : .. :��-::�:�:.->\�c 
. J: •. ::_: . ':· . .. . . •  /.�;:� -�:��;�· ;:�:. ·,, . .. ; ,:::; �:.;••c·. '·' 

. . •  -·.r.:'·.;:· 

..., · .. .- ..
. 

•' 
. · . .  

Enc losed is. a draft·;·of� a- speech that occured:•tcFme 
about what you are trying to do in. the Middle East· • .  

·. You · di.d�:·riot - ask·meE:··for this draft but the idea.·· 
came to me so I prepared it hoping that it wouTd:··. 
get to you. .. · -- .. -·: � 

· . . ·' .·. ·': ..... 
/·. 

Please"·--know 
-
that. Linda and. I pray fo� y,ou. as 

lea(.{ our. nation· and :our world. 

-···-•-··:.·•-•: _ _ .�:/i6'YW�6-r 
Bob f.-laddox: 
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President Jimmy Carter 
Draft Signing Statement 

During the past 30 years Isri%J'l and Egypt have 

\vaged war. For the past 16 months these &e"1ffi.G-two great 

nations have waged peace. Today we celebrate a 

victory -- not of a bloody military campaign, but of an 

inspiring peace campaign. Two leaders who will loom 

large in the history of nations -- An•i'Jar al-Sadat and 

Menachem Begin -- have conducted this campaign with all 

the courage, tenacity, brilliance, and inspiration of 

any generals who ever led men and machines on to the 

f ield of battle. 

At the end of this campaign the soil of the two 

lands is not drenched with young blood. The countrysides 

of both lands a�e free from the litter and carnage of a 

wasteful war. Mothers in Egypt and Israel are not weeping 

today for their children fallen in senseless battle. 

The. dedication and determination of these two world 

statesmen have borne fruit. Peace has come. 

I honor these two leaders and their government 
· 

�u:. /YetA.t, ttiJ:,�, t. 
officials who have hammered out t.his do.GU� we sign. . A 

But most of all I honor the people of these two lands 
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whose yearning for peace kept alive the negotiations 

which today culminate in this glorious event. 

We have won, at least, the first step of peace --

a first step on a long and difficult road. We must not 

minimize the obstacles that lie ahead. Differences still 

separate the signatories to this treaty from each other 

and also from some of their neighbors who fear what they 

have done. To overcome those differences, to dispel 

those fears, we must rededicate ourselves to the goal 

�) th i (l.!..,)�+;u.. �f� . J,w..,J. �� 
of a broader peace

�
���� all who have ���Ped 

a. 1.J.4i:4. J}--
�� conflict ln the Middle East. 

�h.a:� 
We have no illusions --Ahopes, dreams, prayers, 

yes -- but no illusions. 

There new remains the rest of the Ar�b �orld w�cse 

support and cooperation in the peace process is needed 

and honestly sought. I am convinced that�heYArab 

peopl� peace, but some leaders are not 

ne.aJ.s�d. 
yet willing to honor these

,.,
desires. \AJe must now 

demonstrate the advantages of peace, and expand its 

benefits to encompass all those who have suffered in the 

Middle East. 
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Obviously time and understanding will be necessary 

for people, hitherto enemies, to become neighbors in the 

best sense of the word. Just because a paper is signed, 

all the problems will not automatically go away. Future 

days will require the best from us all to give reality 

to these lofty aspirations. 

Let those who would shatter peace -- who would 

� � �;f\.!!., tr .......... �t- ��'L 

callously spill blood -- be �no.ti� three and 

�-'.-!t 
all others who �� join us will vigorously wage peace. 

\i-2�\i""J. �1\\.t 
So let history �»� deep and ancient 

antagonism can be settled without bloodshed and staggering 

waste of precious lives, without rapacious destruction 

of the land. 

It has been said: "Peace has one thing in common 

w ith its enemy, with the 

Fiend it battles, with war --

Peace is active, not passive; 

Peace is doing, not waiting; 

Peace is aggressive -- attacking; 

Peace plans its strategy arid encircles the 

enemy; 
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Peace marshals its forces and storms the 

gates; 

Peace gathers its weapons and pierces the 

defense; 

Peace, like vvrar, is waged." * 

It is true that we cannot enforce trust and cooperation 

between nations, but we can use all bur strength to see that 

nations do not go to war. 

Our religious doctrines give us hope. 

In the Koran we read: "But if the enemy incline 

towards peace, do thou also incline towards peace, and 

trust in God: for He is the One tha·t heareth and 

knoweth all things." (S. viii. 61) 

/tP- !?� fk +-
11 Isaiah said: "Nations shall beat their swords 

into plowshares and their spears into pruninghooks: 

nation shall not lift up sword against nation, neither 

shall they learn war any more. 

l 
Let us now lay aside war. 

(Isaiah 2:4) 

Let us nmvr ��r 
v'l VI �\..�W P tt 

...adG. comprehensiv•_=; peace � all the children of Abraham 

who·�::::;�,��n the Middle East. Let us now enjoy 
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the adventure of becoming fully human, neighbors, even 

brothers and sisters. We pray God that these dreams will 

come true. 

# # # 
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WORLD OIL OUTLOOK 

Iranian production appears to have reached 2.5 mmb/d 
with 1.8 rnmb/d available for export and currently 
being sold on a spot basis for approximately $19/bbl, 
$5.50 above the official selling price for Iranian 
crudes. Most purchasers are non-Consortium firms 
which had been clients of the National Iranian Oil 
Company (NIOC) before the strike. 

NIOC is in the process of negotiating term contracts 
for deliveries beginning April 1. As of late last 
week, about 1.0 mmb/d of Iran's projected export 
volume for the balance of 1979 (1.8 mmb/d) appears 
to have been spoken for. Confirmed reports cite 
500,000 BD to various Japanese companies,. 200,000 BD 
to Brazil's Petrobras, 150,000 BD to France's CFP (a 
Consortium member), and .100,000 BD to Ashland Oil. 
Individual Consortium members have been invited to 
bid for term contracts by NIOC without the 20¢/bbl 
discount previously accorded to the Consortium. 

The current resumption of Iranian production and 
exports has largely eliminated the 2.0 mmb/d supply 
shortfall that existed in January and February; and, 
if continued, it will lead to an approximate but 
tenuous balance in world oil markets in 1979 (See 
Tab A). However, this balance requires that two 
conditions be met, both of which should be viewed as 
precarious: 

(1) Continued Iranian production at 2.0-3.0 
mmb/d, and 

(2) Extra Saudi and other Arab production. 

0 Although the recovery of Iranian production since the 
formation of the Bazargan Government in mid-February 
has been impressive, as has been the volume of exports 

hJ at $19/bbl since March 5, the future of that government 
,1 ,;'Y' li and internal political stability remain tenuous in the 

v extreme. Radical, secular, leftist groups, still 
strong in the oilfields, are both willing and able to �/. jr� \ interrupt the flow of oil (and revenues to the central 

1 \0g government in Tehran) to make their points felt in the 
� rr.· ��political arena. The March 30 referendum on the nature r;\� I' �rX1 . \ o_f tne new republic will be a likely focal point for 

7 \0 ! 
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·political disagreement and strife. The attached. 
cable (Tab.B) is extremely somber with regard to the 
outlook for continued domestic stability. Assuming 
"a bloody struggle for predominance," continuation 
of exports would require that one faction held both 
the oilfields and the central governmental and bank
ing structure through which payments would be made. 

Saudi Arabia has reserved its position on second 
quarter production above the announced 8.5 mmb/d 
annual ceiling, and will probably continue to do so 
until after the March 26 OPEC meeting. Continued 
extra Saudi production could be expected confidently, 
at least for the second quarter, except for the anti
cipated Arab reaction to the signing of an Israeli
Egyptian peace treaty. More radical Arab states have 
announced their intention to pressure Saudi Arabia 
to show its displeasure by action in the oil arena. 
One possible response would be discontinuation of 
the 1.0 mmb/d extra production. This might be joined 
by similar action on a smaller but still significant 
scale (given the tight market) by other Arab producers 
(11.0 mmb/d in addition to Saudi Arabia). 

As shown in the attached graphs (Tabs C & D) , spot 
prices moved up sharply in January, while upward 
revisions of the much more important contract prices 
took place in the latter half of February. As of 
mid-March, 46% of the 34 mmb/d of internationally 
traded oil (or 15.6 mmb/d) is being sold with sur
charges ranging from 70¢/bbl. for North Sea oil to 
$5.50/bbl. for I�anian crude. This equates to an 
average increase of 80¢/bbl., when spread over all 
internationally traded oil, or an additional 6% over 
the first quarter increase adopted at Abu Dhabi (See 
Tab E) • 

The price outlook is dominated as much by the r.1arch 26 
OPEC meeting in Geneva as by the reflection in spot 
and contract markets of the shortfall of export 
volumes from the Middle East. Spot product prices in 
Rotterdam have been moving down steadily since late 
February because of the end of the heating season and 
the announced resumption of Iranian exports. This 
would suggest a dampening of OPEC expectations were it 
not for the remarkable success Iran has had in moving 
over 1.0 mmb/d at $18-$20/bbl. since March 5. Prices 

- -
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on the contract agreements Iran is now negotiating 
have not been settled and will probably not be 
until after the March 26 OPEC meeting. We know that· 
$1.20/bbl. over the official selling price has been 
offered but rejected by the Iranians, although 
Sunday's New York Times reports that long-term 
contracts are being signed at $15/bbl., about $1.20/bbl. 
over the scheduled second quarter price. 

It can be expected that Iran and other "price-pusher" 
states will be advocating some formal price increases. 
Saudi Arabia would normally take a moderate position 
on prices; however, they did not press strongly for 
lower prices at Abu Dhabi in December and may do the 
same this time out of concern at being too isolated 
within OPEC (Iran sided with Saudi Arabia in favoring 
the freeze last year in Caracas) or as a means of 
showing displeasure over the Israeli-Egyptian peace 
treaty. Predicting an outcome would be hazardous, 
but a not improbable and reasonably moderate result 
would be the adoption of an interim surcharge of 
$1.20/bbl. to reflect "market conditions." This would 
preserve the appearance of not changing the decision 
at Abu Dhabi while generating the additional revenues 
all producers desire. As always, this would be a 
floor leaving individual countries free to price still 
higher if they wish. 

-----�--·-· · :-··---··-----.,-------·-........ � '»' . .  -- � . --- •• -- ·- • .. - � 
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PROJECTED ACTUAL CHANGE 

TOTAL 53.5 53.0 -0.5 
OPEC 32.6 32.1 -0.5 

IRAN 6.2 3.8 -2.4 
SAUDI ARABIA 9.2 10.2 1.0 
IRl\Q 2.7 3.1 0.4 
NICT�!-� 2.2 2.3 0.1 
KUWAIT 2.3 2.4 0.1 
LJ:BYA 2.1 2.1 
VEHCZUELA 2.3 2.4 0.1 
O'l'HI::R OPEC 5.6 5�8 0.2 

NON-OJ?Ec!/ 20.9 20.9 
DEVELOPED 

COUNTRIEs!/ 14.9 15.0 0.1 
UNI'l'E!J STATEs!/ 10.8 10.8 
CANADA 1.6 1.7 0.1 
��. EUROPE 2.0 2.0 . 

OF WHICH: 
NOR\'lAY 0.4 0.4 
UNITED KINGDOM 1.3 1.3 

O'l'HER 0.5 0.5 
NOU-OPEC LDCs 5.0 4.9 -0.1 

OF miiCii: 
MEXICO 1.5 1.4 -0.1 

NE'i' CPE EXPORTS 1.0 1.0 

I Q 79 
PROJECTION 

PRE-CRISIS POST-CRISIS CHANGE 

52.6 50.9 -1.7 
31.4 29.72/ -1.7 

5.9 1.1- -4.8 
8.7 10.1 1.4 
2.7 3.1 0.4 
2.2 2.4 0.2 
2.0 2.6 0.6 
2.1 2.2 0 .1· 
2.2 2.4 0.2 
5.6 5.8 0.2 

21.2 21.2 

15.2 15.2 
10.9 10.7 -0.2 

1.7 1.8 0.1 
2.1 2.2 0.1 

0.4 0.4 
1.3 1.4 0.1 
0.5 0.5 
5.0 5.0 

1.5 1.5 

1.0 1.0 

. .. \ 
•f:,· 

, .r·· .. . .  

. i 

.· ..... 
- - ; �: : - - ' 

ESTIMATED. 
.CUHHENT 

Rl\TE (SHORTFALL) 

52.4 
31.1 

2.5 
10.1 

3.1 
2 . 4 
2. 6 .. 
2.2 
2.4 
5.8 

21.3 

15.3 
10.7 

1.8 
2.3 

0�4 
1.5 
0.5 
5.0 

1.5 

1.0 

( -
• 2) 

( - • 3) 
(-3.4) 

( + .1) 

!/ Inciudes 500,000 b/d of processing gain. 

�I Production at 800,000 b/d from Jan. 1 to Mar. 
maintained at 2.5 mmb/d for rest of month. 

3, rising to 2.5 mmb/d by March 13 , 
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lAGS: PGOV, PINT, PINS, IR . 
SUBJECT: TIE BAZARGAN GOVERNMENT ONE 11DNTH LATER AND PROSPECTS fOR 

TKE fUTURE 

I. C- ENTIRE TEXT • .  

2. SUIIIIARY: THE BAZARGAN GOVERNMENT, AFTER ONE ftONTH IM OFFICE, 
IEMAINS EXTREMELY INEFFECTUAL. THE UNEXPECTED SUDDENNESS 1/ITH 
IIIIlCH IT CAME TO POIIER, LACK OF A POLICY ON HOW 10 E.IIPLOY THE 
f0Rft£R REGIIIE'S BUREAUCRATS, POLICE AND 111LITARY OFFICERS, 
COLLAPSE Of JHE 111LITARY AND LAI/ ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES, AND 
IMOnEINI'S TENDENCY TO UNDERCUT BAZARGAN ARE A110NG THE FACTORS 
IIIIlCH EXPLAIN THIS CONTINUED 1/EAKNESS. liE DOUBT THAT IAZARGAN-
&S DISTINCT FROI1 THE LARGER ISLAI11C REVOLUTIONARY ftOVEIIENT--
VILL IE AILE TO ASSERT HIS GOVERIIMENT' S AUTHORITY OR TO SEE ITS 

PIOGRAft THROUGH TO SUCCESSFUL COIIPLETION. lATHER, IT SEE11S ftORE 
liKELY THAT THE COlliNG ftONTHS WILL BE DOI11NATED BY POTENTIAL CON
TENDERS FOR POIIER PREPARING THEMSELVES fOR THE POSSIBILITY Of 
EVENTUAL linED CONFRONTATION. END SUMMARY. 

J. A ftONTH AFTER DISPLACING THE LAST GDVERNnENT APPOINTED IY THE 
SHAH, THE PROVISIONAL GOVERNI1ENT OF 11EHDI BAZARGAN REMAINS EX
CEEDINGLY INEFFECTUAL. DURING ITS Tift£ IN OFFICE IT HAS ACCOIIP
liSHED ALftOST NOTHING, NOT EVEN ESTABliSHI1ENT Of AM UNDISPUTED 
CLAII1 TO PIIHACY· IN ADMINISTERING THE nATION'S AFFAIRS. ftORE 
OFTEN THAN NOT, IT IS THE REVOLUTIONARY COMMITTEES--WHICH DESPITE 
IEPEATED ANNOUNCEftENTS THAT THEY ARE TO BE INTEGRATED VITH EXISTING 

Tl��t� flr:L !l OF !2 llle��� 

tO\'LE;!�.l.liT AC·tllt!E�. CO:����:·�:� it; lEr::vr t.S 11:::�:_;;���:; P:··�:�;. 

C[I:TERS--THA! ACIUI.ll Y �0\"[l'!i, 1!1 lE �:1 IN r.�.lH•o 0> lCCI<'. CC;:�[f.N. 
THe POI.'ER OF .THIS fAP.t.llEl SYZHr, c: C.O>"EF.I:r.U;l Ho EEfN [S-. 

fECI,LlY EV IDE NT I� THE �Ri&S Of Lt� [�:o�ci"[NJ &U� A�MINISTRATIOG 

OF JUST ICE, �R[t.S \/HERE lHE PF.OVI�JOI:�.c GO'I[RIW,[J;l r.;: EEE� 
SHOIJI.I I�?OTEIIT A�D ACUHL ( EtiEARRA:;SED T 111E AIID AGidW BY 
ARB IT�ARY ARRtSTS, SUMM�RY TRIAlS AIJD GRISlY ElECUTIONS C�RRIEO 
OUT BY THE COMMITTEES 1/ITHOUT REGARD TO TH( GOUER�M!Ul'S JURIS

DICTIONAL RESPOII�IBILITIES. 

4. THERt ARE SEVERAL fACTORS INVOlVED IN THE PROVISIOIIAl GOVERN
nEWTS COH!INUifiG lfiABlliTY TP fUNCTION EfFECTIVElY. TH[ FIRST 

RELATES TO THE UI/EXPECHDIIESS VITH 1/HJCH THE £AKHTIAA GOVERfl· 
IIEWT FELL. DESPITE BRAY[ PROIIOUNCEMEHIS FROM THE KHCMEINI C�MP 

.
(YEN BEFORE THE AYATOLLAH'S RETURN TO IRAN THAT AH ArMIHISTRATIVE 
STRUCTURE HAD BEEN CREATED AND liAS READY TO REPLACE THE PAH

LAVI REGIME., IT IS CLEAR THAT BAZARGAN VAS ALMOST TCHLLY 

UNPREPARED TO ASSUME COMMAND OF THE GOVERNMENT APPARATUS 1/HEH 

HE DID. SECOND, THERE HAS BEEN COIISIOERA5lE VACILLATION REGARDING 

"IIIIETHER OR NOT TO UTILIZE FULLY THE EXISTING CIVILIAN, LAII 

£HFORCE11ENT, AND M iliTARY STRUCTURES. BAZARGAN IS CAUGHT Oil THE 

HORNS OF A DilEMMA HERE: MANY SENIOR BUREAUCRATS, POLICE AND 

ftlliTARY OFFICER ARE ASSUMED TO BE TAINTED BY VIRTUE OF THEIR 

COlLABORATION WITH THE PAHLAVI REGIME, BUT OFTEN THEY ARE THE 

ONLY ONES WITH THE EXPERTISE NEEDED TO DO CERTAIN JOBS. THE 

PROVISIONAL GOVERI/MENT'S UNCERTAINTY IN HOI/ TO HANDLE THIS MATTER 

FREOUENTLY RESULTS IN A NO POLICY AT ALl. IN THE ABSENCE OF A 

CLEARlY DEfiUED POSITION, THE COMMITTEES HAVE BEEN tEFT fREE TO 

DEAL 1/ITH THESE INDIVIDUALS AS THEY SEE fiT. NEEDLESS TO SAY, 

C011111TTEE MEMBERS HAVE NOT HESITATED TO SETTlE OLD SC�ES. THIRD, 

THE DISINTEGRATIOll Of LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES AIIO THE IIILITARY 

lAS LEFT THE PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT 1/ITH NO KEANS TO �R��� FORCE 

TO BEAR 1/HEN ITS AUTHORITY IS CHALLEiiGtD--l.: :: i.::��;.��\' :s.-

5. THE ·BIGGEST llANO I CAP or All , HOI/EVER, IS THE ROLE OF 
AYATOllAH kMOIIEINI. PRIOR TO THE COlLAPSE OF THE PAHLAVI PEGIME, 

AI10NG KH011EINI"S STRENGTHS AS lEADER OF THE OPPOSITIO� VERE HIS 
PENCHANT FOR SPEAKIUG IN GENERALITIES AND, BEYOND A VAGUE IN· 
SISTENCE ON RETURNING TO THE POLITICAL IDEALS OF THE PROPHET 

AND THE IMA11S, HIS APPARENT LACK OF ANY VELL-THOUGH-OUT PHILO

SOPHY OF GOVERNMENT. ACCORD I NGLY, HIS PRONOUNCEMENTS VERE OPEN 

TO A VIDE VARIETY OF INTERPRETATIONS. AS THE AlMOST UNIVERSALLY 

RECOGNIZED LEADER OF THE IRANIAN REVOLUTION, KH011EINI STill HAS TO 

BE LISTENED TO, BUT THESE DAYS HIS FREOUENTlY DElPHIC UTTERANCES 

,DELIVERED AD LIBITUI1 NO lONGER 11EAN ALL THINGS TO AH PEOPLE. 
RATHER, THEY ARE A SOURCE OF CONSIDERABLE CONFUSION AND, 

UlTIMATElY, ADIIINISTRATIVE PARALYSIS AS THE PROVISi ONAl GOVERN· 
ftiNT IS FORCED.TO SPEND AN INORDINATE AMOUNT OF Tin£ PUTTING 
OUT FIRES STARTED BY KH011EINI'S OFF-THE-CUFF REMARKS ON SUBJECTS 

AS DIVERSE AS FROZEN MEAT AND THE VEARING Of THE VEIL. 

�� 
Per; Rae P!Oiecl ' . 

:_esoN; �lZ#·(I' J&i"'t-"1/ 
fJf !:!6 -MABA.DAlf 21 J.f/tl 
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I. VE DOUBT THAT IAZARGAN \/Ill BE ABLE TO OVERCOIIE THE OBSTACLES BE
FORE 1111. IT IS EXTREIIELY UNLIKElY THAT KHDIIEINI Vlll REFRAIN FROrt 
lAKING THE KIND OF ST.ATEIIENTS THAT HAVE BADLY UNDERCUT THE 
PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT TO DATE. ONE SOURCE ClOSE TO THE AYATOLLAH 
•as �NT I ONED EFFORTS TO PROVIDE Hlfl \liTH lETTER COUNSEL IN THE 
lOP£ THAT IT \/ILL REDUCE THE IIUIIBER Of ILL-ADVISED ST.ATEfiENTS HE 
flAKES, IUT KHOnEINI DOES NOT SEEfl THE tORT TO HOLD Bl$ TONGUE FOR 
CONSIDERATIONS OF PRACTICAL POLITICS. RATHER, HIS PERCEPTION OF 
llfiSELF AS THE CHOSEN IIEoSENGER OF GOD IN THE IRANIAN REVOLUTION 
CARRIES \liTH IT A RESPONilllliTY TO .oPUK OUT Oll !lATTER$ Of 
DIVINE CONCERN, NOR DOES BAZARGAN HAVE IIUCH PROSPECT OF BEING ABLE 
TO lEVI TAL liE Ull EtiFORCEIIENT AGENCIES .AND THE ARIIED FORCES, 
ORGANIZATIONi WHICH OTHERWISE fliGHT IE ABLE TO PUT SOft£ TEETH 
IITD .1$ &OVERNIIENT'S fiANDATE TO RULE. THE REVOLUTIOIIARY COIIII-
tnfE STRUCTURE, IIIIlCH FOR THE fiOnENT COMrtAIIDS .AN OVERIIIIElfiiiJG 
PREPOIIDERAIIC£ Of FIREPOIIER, HAS ALREADY DEIIONSTRATED IT VILL 
IEIIST ALL EFFORTS TO CURB ITS PRESENT PREROGATIVES. ftOREOVER, 
ACCORDIIG TO THE SAil£ SOURCE VITH CONNECTIONS TO KHDn£1111 
ftE.TIONED ABOVE, KHOfiEIIII PREFERS THAT THE CDftiiiTTEES CONTINUE 
t• UISTUCE. 

. 

J. UNDER THE CIRCUIISTANCES, IT VILL IE fiOST DIFFICULT FOR THE 
PROVISIONAL GOVERNIIENT TD SEE ITS fiAIN TASkS--A REFEREIIDUrt ON 
TRE TYPE Of GOVERNIIENT IRANIANS \/ANT FOR THEIISELVES, ELECTION_DF A 

COIISTITUENT AS�EIIBLY TO DEBATE AND ADOPT A NEll CON�TITUTION, 
AND ELECTION OF A fiAJLES AND FORnATIOM OF A IIEV GOVERNfiENT UNDER 

. 
Til TfRfiS Of THAT CONSTITUTION--THROUGH TO SUCCEoSFUL COfiPLETION • 

.. 

At �£t.�Y, A CC:�·�TF.C•i'£F.S�· O·;�; Tr.� rc.�� . .:.i c; THE ,::�F£�.:t--:�q!:"< H;S 
ARISE ti, AtW IHOEE�TtiERE �R[ �;;o�u;G CO�Ei: ir.U Too Ff::;·!:IC·��c 

GOV:?.:!�t�T C._� EVt� S�LVE TtiE LO"IoTICS Pf:�EL[r.; w.·�'.\"c\i IIi 
HOLOU;I: THE tALLOi EEfORE THE 01-H IT IS FHSEiiTLY SCHEDUL ED 

FOI\··M�RCH nTH. IN THE ME�::TIMt, ECONOMIC PiiOELEr., A::�r.ULATE, 
UNEMPLOIM[Iii G;;o;t:;, ETHNIC tlltiORITIE� GRUMBLE, �!::; Tti[ REVOLUTION· 

ARY COr.MITTEES DO THEIR 0� THING. THAT A POLITICAl PF.Oc��� �UCH 

AS THAT SET OUT FOR ITSELF !Y THE Pi'IOVISIONAL r.OVER:;�[IiT \/Ill !E 

�OSSI6LE .IH THE MIDST OF SUCH COiiDITIO�S :TRETCHES CREDULITY TO 

THE BREAKING POINT. 

I. !lORE liKELY, \IE BEL IEVE, \/Ill BE EFFORTS BY THOSE FORCES 

CONTEIJDING fOR PO\IER.TO DE VELOP THE COERCIVE 1/HEREIIITHAL TO 

PREVAIL IN A STRUGGLE IN 1/HICH ARMED STWIGTH Al MOST CERTAINLY 
\/IlL DETERMINE THE F I NAL OUTCOME. THIS SEEMS TO BE \/HAT IS BEHIND 
DEPUTY PM YAZDI'S PROGRAM TO CREATE A PARAMILITARY NATIONAL 
GUARD RESPON�IVE TO HIM. YAZDI, THE ONlY

.
IIEMBER OF THE PROVI�IONAL 

GOVERtJMENT 11110 AL:O HOLD! A SEAT ON THE SHAOOIIY CENTRAl REVOL 
UTIONARY COMMITTEE, APPE�RS TO !E IN A REL ATIVELY STRONG POSITION 

TO liD Ul TIMATEl Y FOR PO\IER. HIS MAJOR. POINT OF VULNERABILITY 

IS HIS "AIIERICAN CONNECTION," 
SOMr THING POTENTIAL RIVALS HAVE 

AlREADY IND ICATED A 1/llliNGNE:S TO EXPLO I T. THE ISLAMIC 

fiOJAHEDIN-E-KHALQ AND THE IIARXIST FEDAYIN·E-KHAlQ ORGANIZATIONS, 
lOTH NOW \/Ell-ARMED, ARE CERTAINLY CONTENDERS. THE VARIOUS 

LOCAL REVOlUTIONARY COMMITTE$� THEMSLEVES SEEM TOO FRAGMENTED 

AND THEIR lEADERSHIP TOO PRfOCCUPIED WITH CARVIN� OUT PETTY 
FIEFDOfiS TO IECOIIE A SERIOUS AlTERNATIVE TO THE PRO �I�IONAL 

GOVERilHENT At A NATIONAl GOVERNMENT. PERHAPS SOME PROVINCIAL 
COMJ11TTEES, HOI/EVER, IN PLACES LIKE SH IRAZ IIIHERE THE LOCAL 
COIIMITTEE NA! A SIGNIFICANT MILITARY COMPONENT AND LOCAL MILITARY 
UNITS SURVIVED THE REVOlUTI ON VIRTUALLY INTACT! !lAY POSSESS tUCH 

POTENTIAL. £THNIC fiiiiORITIES, SUCH At THE KURDS, COVLD WELL BECOME 

INHUENT 1Al.£Y THFiOIIIUG THEIR SUPPOI\T TO. CUE CONTENOEil FOFi 

IATIONAl PO\IER OR ANOTHER, ALTHOUGH \IE DOUBT THAT ANY GROUP ALONE . 

COULD IE l SERIOUS CHALLENGER BY ITSELF. 
I. Ill SUII, THE COlliNG IIONTHS ARE liKElY TO SEE CONTINUING PARALYSIS 
AT THE CENTER IIHILE THOSE GROUPS WHICH ARE APT TO BECOME THE 
REAl CONTENDERS FOR PO\IER ORGANIZE AND COIJSDL I DATE THEIR POSITIONS 
IM ANTICIPATION or WHAT COULD EASILY BECOME A BLOODY STRUGGLE 
FOR PREDOIIINANCE. 

SULLIVAN 
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Cou;:tries V.':-,ich J...re Sellin? Above Official Prices�/ 
($/bbl) 

OPEC 

. Abu Dhabi 

Qatar 

Saudi Arabia�/ 

Libya 

Kuwait 

.venezuela 
(fuel oil) 

Iran 

Iraq 

NON-OPEC 

Oman 

Syria 

Malaysia 

Norway 

U.K. 

USSR 

Official Price 
Jan . L 79 

14.10 

14.03 

13.34 

14.52 

12.83 

(ll. 40-16.49) 

13.45 

13.29 

14.00 

12.22 

15.05 

15.o5Y 

14.84.Y 

13.86 

Current 
Price 

15.12 

15.05 

14.55 

15.90 

14.05 

(13.50-19.00) 

19.00 

14.49 

15.02 

15.71 

16.18 

15.85 

15.50 

15.27 

Increase 

1.02 

1.02 

1.21 

1.38 

1.22 

2.25 

5.55 

1.20 

1.02 

3.49 

1.13 

• 80 

.66 

1.41 

(ODD b/d) 

Export 
Volume. 
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Effective 
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Feb . 15 79 

Feb. 15 79 

Jan. l 79 
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Feb. 20 79 

Mar. l 79 

Mar. 5 79 

Feb. 20 79 

Feb. 15 79 

Mar. 1 79 

Mar. 1 79 

Mid-late Jan 79 

Mid-late Jan 79 

Mar. l 79 

Summary: Average !/ surcharge of $1.73/bbl affecting some.l5.6 mmb/d or 46 percent of 
internationally traded oil (33.8 mmb/d). 

Countries Which Have Announced Intention or Appear Likely to Apply Surcharges 

. Nigeria 

Algeria 

Venezuela 

Ecuador2.1 

14.82 

14.80 

14.69 

12.97 

2300 

1100 

1500 

200 

Apr. 1 79 

1/ Does not include occasional, small volume spot sales. 
� �he Saudis are charging 4th quarter 1979 prices for that portion of current output 

· which exceeds their average annual ceiling of 8.5 mmb/d. 
Y No official price exists in Norway and the U.K.J calculated based on similar quality 

OPEC crude. 
4/ Weighted by volume. 
2/ May be currently charging above official price. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

26 tla,r 7 9_ 

Jim Mcintyre 
Zbig Brzezinski: 

The attached was returned in 

the President's outbox toda y 

and is forwarded to you for 

your information. 

Rick Hutcheson 
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MEMORANDUM 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

March 26, 1979 

·THE PRESIDENT 

ZBIGNIE�'J BRZEZINSKI ��� 

Meeting with Members this � 

Afternoon at 2:30 

While we originally thou�ht about �sking you to raise 
the issue of aid to Turkey in ·the context of our 
security interests in the entire region, I understand 
that·OMB is concerned about how the decision was made. 
Because they wer� left out of the pr6cess, they may 
wish to reclama the decision you made at breakfast 
to give Turkey $100 million in Security Supporting 
Assistance and $50 million in MAP. Given OMB's 
problems, you will have to decide if you want to 
raise this issue this afternoon or how to respond if 
one of the Members raises it. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

MEETING WITH MEMBERS OF CONGRESS ON MIDDLE EAST PEACE PACKAGE 

I. PURPOSE 

Date: 
Time: 
Place: 

From: 

Monday, March 26, 1979 
2:30 p.m. 
Red Room 

Frank Mdore F't'\ li' 
Zbigniew Brzezinski�IIM� 

To discuss Middle East Peace Package with Members whose 
leadership role or committee jurisdictions will play a 
part in its passage. (U) 

II. BACKGROUND, PARTICIPANTS, AND PRESS PLAN 

A. Background. 

Members of Congress have been receiving conflicting 
reports on the size of the Middle East Peace Package. 
Press reports continue to stress $5 billion. The 
assumption on the Hill is that you will be asking for all 
of this in appropriated funds. Since the bulk of the 
package consists of FMS credits, which require only ten 
percent Congressional appropriation, the entire package 
should total no more than $1.47 billion (including 
your decisions on economic assistance to Egypt) in 
actual appropriated funds. (C) 

The Members you will be meeting with are all Chairmen 
and ranking Members of the committees responsible .for the 
Mideast legislation. In addition, we have invited the 
Leadership. Most of these Members have been consulted 
in very gene�al terms about the size of the package 
and options for legislative procedures. In these sessions, 
and in a meeting held Friday with the Staff Directors of 
all the appropriate committees, we have found substantial 
differences in suggested approaches to the legislation. (U) 

·
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The Legislative picture is complicated. Since 
we will need at least part of the $800 million grant 
to relocate Israel airbases this year, a supplemental 
is required. This supplemental, coupled with other 
Administration FY79 supplemental requests, will require 
a third Budget Resolution ''fo:t; .. , FY79, which many Members 
clearly oppose. Further, decisions will be needed on 
which legislative route is be��t for the remainder of 
the Peace Package. It may be advisable, for example, 
to request a special authorization and appropriation 
for FMS credits for both countries to avoid the 50% 

forgiveness clause that Israel enjoys through the 
yearly security authorization process. 

During the meeting you should be careful not to 
lock yourself into any specific legislative proposals 
but rather to solicit advice. We expect you will receive 
enough diversified advice that whatever you decide will 
not appear to be running against the mainstream of 
eongress. You may wish to stress, however, that you do 
not want the Congress to increase aid over what you 
have offered both countries. We expect to provide you 
with a more detailed legislative proposal after your 
session with these key Members. OMB will be submitting 
an options memo to you also. (U) 

B. Participants. (U) 

The following Members have been invited: 

Robert Byrd (D, W.Va.) 
Howard Baker (R, Tenn.) 
Alan Cranston (D, Calif.) 
Frank Church (D, Idaho) 
Jacob Javits (R, N.Y.) 
Richard Stone (D, Fla.) 
John Stennis (D, Miss.) 
John Tower (R, Tex.) 
Warren Magnuson (D, Wash.) 
Milton Young (R, N.D.) 
Daniel Inouye (D, Hawaii) 
Jake Garn (R, Utah) 
Edmund Muskie (D, Maine) 
Henry Bellmen (R, Okla.) 

Staff: 

Secretary of State Vance 
Secretary of Defense Brown 
Zbigniew Brzezinski 
Jim Mcintyre 

Tip O'Neill (D, Mass.) 
John Rhodes (R, Ariz.) 
James Wright (D, Tex.) 
John Brademas (D, Ind�) 
Clement Zablocki (D, Wise.) 
William Broomfield (R, Mich.) 
Lee Hamilton (D, Ind.) 
Jamie Whitten (D, Miss.) 
Silvio Conte (R, Mass.) 
Clarence Long (D, Md.) 
Melvin Price (D, Ill.) 
Bob Wilson (R, Calif.) 
Robert Giaimo (D, Conn.) 
Delbert Latta (R, Ohio) 

Frank Moore 
Bob Beckel 
Madeleine Albright 

CON�IAL 
� 
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III. 

C. Press Plan 

White House photographer. (U) 

TALKING POINTS 

Negotiating Environment. Both countries sought sub
stantially higher levels of assistance than the numbers 
I am considering. (C) 

Purpose. A major objective of the assistance is to 
compensate Israel for the costs of withdrawal from the 
Sinai and to assist Sadat with the necessary upgrading 
and redeployment of his forces. (C) 

Compostion. Both military programs are over three years 
(1980, 1981, 1982) , made up as follows: 

• Israel 

$800 million grant, for airbase relocation to 
the Negev. (C) 

$2.2 billion FMS credit (30-year payback with ten 
years of interest-only payments) . No forgiveness 
in payments. (C) 

e Egypt 

$1.5 billion FMS credit. Same terms as for Israel. (C) 

$0.3 billion in economic aid (SSA and PL 480) over 
three years, CY 1979-1981. (C) 

The total is $4.8 billion for which only $1.47 billion 
ln budget authority is necessary. (C) 

To keep this package in perspective, after the 1973 war, 
the Administration went to the Congress for an emergency 
$2.2 billion just to get over the immediate impact of 
the war on Israel. (C) 

Congressional Strategy. I realize that Congressional 
action will take time (budget resolution, omnibus sup
plemental process, etc.), yet the base construction must 
start without delay to make the three-year deadling. 
And I feel strongly that we should show our commitment 
to Israel and Egypt at this time. I would welcome 
your advice. (C) 
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Economic Assistanct'to Egypt 
are . . As you know, we;conduct1ng a very large econom1c 

assistance program Jn Eg�pt -- nearly $l·billion 
annually. The World �ank, Western European countries 
and Japan also provide ahout $1 billion annually. 
Arab aid has declined sharply since Sadat went to 
Jerusalem and may virtually dry up for a while in 
retaliation for Sadat's signing the treaty. (C) 

The Egyptian people have been led to expect that 
peace with Israel would bring dividends in the form 
of faster economic progress. This expectation will 
be difficult to fulfill, but the Government of Egypt 
must respond, and it needs western help to do so. (C) 

I have, therefore, assured President Sadat of our 
continuing economic support and stated that I would 
ask the Congress to appropriate $300 million in 
additional economic aid for application over the 
next three years (CY 1979 - 1981). The implication 
but without explicit commitment -- is that aid at about 
present levels would continue in these three years, 
(FY 1980-1982). (C) 

President Sadat said he wanted to get Bob McNamara's 
help in recruiting a team of .leading development 
planners to help his government devise a plan for 
accelerated development of Egypt, with specific goals 
for meeting Egypt's enormous human problems 
health, nutrition, agricultural production, education 
and training, housing, human fertility, and so on. (C) 

We will support this proposal and other steps to 
strengthen Egypt's capacity to carry out a development 
program. We will help him to get assurances of sus
tained support from other donors. (C) 

(If Sadat considered timely) 

CONF�AL 
.� 

At this time we cannot clearly see the prospects for 
a broader program of regional economic cooperation, 
linking Israel, Egypt, the Palestinians and other 
Arabs in peaceful cooperation -- commercial, trans
portation, cultural, technical, and so on. Some 
leading Members of Congress have advocated such a 
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program. We do have some hope that the Camp David 
concept of evolution in the West Bank and Gaza may 
create opportunities for economic development 
benefitting those Palestinians committed to peace. 
We need to be ready to support such regional economic 
cooperation, -particularly conferences, studies and 
project design work, if and when it can occur. For 
this purpos�, :I will· ask the.Cohgres� for $20 million 
in Fy 1980 to begin a Middle East Regional Economic 
Cooperation Fund. It is, admittedly, a contingency 
fund -- against the happy contingency of positive 
movement in the next phase of the Middle East peace 
process. This is, obviously, not part of the proposed 
aid commitment to Egypt. (C) 
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PRESIDENT JIMMY CARTER - 1 -' 
TREATY OF PEACE/SIGNING STATEMENT 

MoNDAY) MARCH 26� 1979 

DURING THE PAST 30 YEARS I SRAEL AND EGYPT HAVE WAGED WAR, 

""'' . - -

FoR THE .2A+ 16 MONTHS THESE SAME TWO GREAT NATIONS HAVE WAGED PEACE, -

TODAY WE CELEBRATE A VICTORY -- NOT OF A BLOODY MILITARY CAMPAIGN1, ,, 
- - -

BUT OF AN INSPIRING PEACE CAMPAIGN, -

Two LEADERS WHO WILL LOOM LARGE IN THE HISTORY OF NATIONS --. -

ANWAR AL-SADAT AND MENACHEM BEGIN -- HAVE CONDUCTED THIS CAMPAIGN WITH -

ALL THE COURAGE1 TENACITY1 BRILLIANCE) AND INSPIRATION OF ANY GENERALS 

WHO EYER LED MEN AND MACHINES ONTO THE FIELD OF BATTLE, 
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AT THE END OF THIS CAMPAIGN THE SOIL OF THE TWO LANDS IS NOT DRENCHED 
-

WITH YOUNG BLOOD, THE COUNTRYSIDES OF BOT� LANDS ARE FREE FROM THE 
-

LITTER AND CARNAGE OF A WASTEFUL WAR: MOTHERS IN EGYPT AND ISRAEL ARE NOT 
-

WEEPING TODAY FOR THEIR CHILDREN FALLEN IN SENSELESS BATTLE, 
- - - -

THE DEDICATION AND DETERMINATION OF THESE TWO WORLD STATESMEN -
HAVE BORNE FRUIT, PEACE HAS COME, - -

I HONOR THESE TWO LEADERS AND THEIR GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS WHO HAVE 

HAMMERED OUT THIS PEACE TREATY WHICH WE SIGN, Bur MOST OF ALL1 I HONOR -
THE PEOPLE OF THESE TWO LANDS WHOSE YEARNING FOR PEACE KEPT ALIVE THE -- - - -
NEGOTIATIONS WHICH TODAY CULMINATE IN THIS GLORIOUS EVENT, 
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WE HAVE WON1 AT LEAST1 THE FIRST STEP OF PEACE -- A FIRST STEP ON A 

LONG AND DIFFICULT ROAD, WE MUST NOT MINIMIZE THE OBSTACLES THAT LIE AHEAD, 

DIFFERENCES STILL SEPARATE THE SIGNATORIES TO THIS TREATY FROM EACH OTHER1 

AND ALSO FROM SOME OF THEIR NEIGHBORS WHO FEAR WHAT THEY HAVE DONE. 

To OVERCOME THOSE DIFFERENCES1•• ,TO DISPEL THOSE FEARS1,, ,WE MUST 

REDEDICATE OURSELVES TO THE GOAL OF A BROADER PEACE WITH JUSTICE FOR ALL 

WHO HAVE LIVED IN A STATE OF CONFLICT IN THE MIDDLE EAST, 

WE 'HAVE NO ILLUSIONS -- WE. HAVE HOPES1 DREAMS1 PRAYERS1,, ,YES 

BUT NO ILLUSIONS, 

THERE NOW REMAINS THE REST OF THE ARAB WORLD WHOSE SUPPORT AND 

COOPERATION IN THE PEACE PROCESS IS NEEDED AND HONESTLY SOUGHT, 
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lAM CONVINCED THAT OTHER ARAB PEOPLE NEED AND WANT PEACEJ,, .BUT 

SOME LEADERS ARE NOT YET WILLING TO HONOR THtSE NEEDS AND DESIRES, 

WE MUST NOW DEMONSTRATE THE ADVANTAGES OF PEACEJ AND EXPAND ITS 

BENEFITS TO ENCOMPASS ALL THOSE WHO HAVE SUFFERED IN THE MIDDLE EAST, 

0BV10USLYJ TIME AND UNDERSTANDING WlLL BE NECESSARY FOR PEOPLEJ 

HITHERTO ENEMIESJ TO BECOME NEIGHBORS IN THE BEST SENSE OF THE WORD, 

JusT BECAUSE A PAPER IS SIGNEDJ ALL THE PROBLEMS WILL NOT 

AUTOMATICALLY GO AWAY, FUTURE DAYS WILL REQUIRE THE BEST FROM US ALL 

TO GIVE REALITY TO THESE LOFTY ASPIRATIONS, 

LET THOSE WHO WOULD SHATTER PEACE -- WHO WOULD CALLOUSLY SPILL 

BLOOD -- BE AWARE THAT WE THREE AND ALL OTHERS WHO MAY JOIN US WILL 

VIGOROUSLY WAGE PEACE, 
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So LET HISTORY RECORD THAT DEEP AND ANCIENT ANTAGONISM CAN BE 
.-

SETTLED WITHOUT BLOODSHED AND STAGGERING WASTE OF PRECIOUS LIVES1,,, 

WITHOUT RAPACIOUS DESTRUCTION OF THE LAND, 

I T HAS BEEN SAID: 
" PEACE HAS ONE THING IN COMMON WITH ITS ENEMY1,,, 

WITH THE FIEND IT BATTLES1 WITH WAR -- PEACE IS ACTIVE1 NOT PASSIVE;,,, 

PEACE IS DOING1 NOT WAITING;,, ,PEACE IS AGGRESSIVE -- ATTACKING;,,, 

PEACE PLANS ITS STRATEGY AND ENCIRCLES THE ENEMY;,, . PEACE MARSHALS ITS 

FORCES ANb STORMS THE GATES;,, . PEACE GATHERS ITS WEAPONS AND PIERCES THE 

DEFENSE;,, . PEACE1 LIKE WAR1 IS WAGED,
" (JOHN NICHOL QUOTING WALKER KNIGHT) 

I T IS TRUE THAT WE CANNOT ENFORCE TRUST AND COOPERATION BETWEEN 

NATIONS1 BUT WE CA�l USE ALL OUR STRENGTH TO SEE THAT NATIONS DO NOT 

GO TO WAR. _(=�R=� _(OUR BELl�lOUS DOCTRINES,,,,,) 
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OuR RELIGIOUS DOCTRINES GIVE US HOPE, IN THE KoRAN WE READ: 

"BUT IF THE ENEMY INCLINE TOWARDS PEACE1 DO TfiOU ALSO INCLINE TOWARDS 

PEACE1 AND TRUST IN Goo� FOR HE IS THE ONE THAT HEARETH AND KNOWETH 

ALL THINGS," (S.viii.61) 

T14EPROPHET ISAIAH SAID: "NATIONS SHALL BEAT THEIR SWORDS INTO 

PLOWSHARES AND THEIR SPEARS INTO PRUNINGHOOKS, NATION SHALL NOT LIFT UP 

SWORD AGAINST NAT I ON1 NEITHER SHALL THEY LEARN WAR ANY MORE, (ISAIAH 2 :4) 

LET US NOW LAY ASIDE WAR, LET US NOW REWARD ALL THE CHILDREN OF 

ABRAHAM WHO HUNGER FOR A COMPREHENSIVE PEACE IN THE MIDDLE EAST, LET US 

NOW ENJOY THE ADVENTURE OF BECOMING FULLY HUMAN1 NEIGHBORS1 EVEN 

BROTHERS AND SISTERS, WE PRAY Goo THAT THESE DREAMS WILL COME TRUE, 
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..LL noon 
Draft #2 

State Dinner Toast 

President Sadat, Prime Minister Begin, Egyptian, 

Israeli and American friends: 

Welcome, everyone, to this joyous occasion. �ve have 

prayed and worked for peace. Now we humbly give thanks 

that we can celebrate the beginnings of peace in the Middle 

East. 

The peace that was born today has a meaning that 

comes down to us through time. 

In ancient days, God promised Abraham that·from his 

seed would come many nations, and that pr6mise ha� been ful-

filled. Yet for much too long, the people of Israel and the 

people of Egypt--two of the nations o£ the children.o£ 
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Abraham, trusting in the same God, hoping for the same peace 

--knew only enmity between them. That time--Thank God--is 

at an end. 

After thirty years and four wars, after countless deaths 

see..· 
and terrible anguish, we can now a� l�aot �li��se a new era 

ahead--an era, we hope, in which violence no longer dominates 

the Middle East, an� the just concerns of all can find peace-

ful expression. 

The path of peace has brought us a long way in a short 

time. 

It was only sixteen months ago that President Sadat 

made his extraordinary and historic journey to Jerusalem, 

����,/+ 4tJ�#1! 
followed by Prime Minister Begin' �visit to Ismailia. Their 

vision. and their courage stirred hope in the. hearts o.f 

people around the world. 

The distance we have come since then 1s little short of 

.. _,: 
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miraculous. There were difficult moments, times when the 

differences seemed impossible to overcome. But at each of 

those.times, a few simple realities summoned us to renewed 

effort: 

c The knowledge that the people--of Egypt, of Israel, 

and of the whole world--deeply and passionately 

de sirs) peace; 

·� The awaren�ss that the �rocess �e had embarked upon 

was the only practical route to progress; 

o The obligation we feel to those who ha�e suffered 

so much, to the young, and to future generations; 

o And, above all, the depth of our common. faith 1n a 

jus� and merciful God. 

These things sustained us, and they have brought· us 

here tonight. 

I want to note here ·a simple fact: ·that when others 

could n6t or would not move to end the seemingly endless 

tragedy of the Middle East, Anwar el-Sadat arid Menachem 

I 
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Begin dared to think the unthinkable--dared to do what others 

feared could not be done--dared to seize history in their 

hands and turn it toward peace. Theirs is the vision of the 

Psalmist: "Behold, how good and how pleasant it is for 

brethren to dwell together in unity!"* 

This is an achievement not only of leaders but of peoples 

-�strong and creative peoples, proud of their past heritage 

and tbgi� present achievements and wise enough to know that 

tbgi. future well-being can be assured only through coopera-

tion and mutual trust. 

Tonight we commemorate not an end but -a beginning--for 

a treaty between Egypt and Israel is but the first step 

along the road. 

We hqpe that others will soon join us.in.our ef£orts 

to make this treaty the cornerstone of a comprehensive 

peace--a true and lasting peace for the entire Middle East. 

*Psalms 133:1 
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I welcome and invite those who have held back--for whatever 

motive--to join us. The way is long and hard--but peace is 

the way. 

We share a vision of a time when all the peopl� of the 

Middle East may turn their energies to the works of life--

when young people can marry and start families with the 

� ;ZJI.,.p;-f 
hope of seeing�their children's children--when the old can 

die quietly J.D. -Ehei£ beds after witnessing many a gentle 

spring. We pray for that time; we shall continue to work 

for that time. 

This is a season' of renewal, when the earth brings 

forth life. The Koran tells us d£ a Prophet and King of 

Israel for whom God's.power. "made the violent wind flow 

$dhfJ/2-

tamely."* The Old Testament tells us the words of that king, 
l'i 

the words of Solomon: 

"To everything there is a season, and a time to every· 

*The Koran, S.XXI:8l 
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purpose under the heaven."* 

For centuries the people of Israel were dispersed 

around the world, often despised and persecuted. For cent.u-

. . . : 

ties the people of Egypt suffered u�der'foreign domination. 

Only in the past generation have these two proud and 

ancient peoples again become independent nations. 

"" etc. . � /A,� � 
, . 

But that generation has also been a time of 1¥iJ J i P'?f-1 

� �.t /)/�A�� 4 A� 114 Al� 
a time of breaking down, a time to mourn, a time of weeping, 

4 �.,c.tc ·,4 "f' &. .
· 

· 4C �� � 4A lJt' �H' 
g , � � 

a time fiJ'"f,:.ear. 

We pray that the season of weeping is past, 'that now 

h """/-, 
will come a time to heil,�a time to build up,.� time·to 

fl.. h� .,4 ��J�cec.. 1 til -l1".w&e ,4 /.".e- · · 

laugh, a time to dance.,. We pray that at last the children 

of Abraham have Come to � time ��ce. 

*Ecclesiastes 3:1 

I 
I 
I 
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And now I would like to propo�e a toast: 

'iJi To the President of the Arab Republic.of Egypt, 

Anwar El-Sadat, and the Prime Minister of the State of Israel, 

Menachem Begin; 

@ To the great peoples they serve, the people of Egypt 

and the people of Isr�el, now joined together in hope; 

o And to the cause we all serve: .J;;.Q Salaam; • Shalom; 

to Peace. 

# # # 
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. PRESIDENl J � �1MY CAR�� 
STATE DINNER ToAST/� oF PEACE SIGNINGS 

�---·· - 1 -

f1ARCH 2GJ 1979 -� 

PRESIDENT SADATJ PRIME MINISTER BEGINJ EGYPTIAN) ISRAELI) AND --
AMERICAN FRIENDS: 

WELCOME) EVERYONE) TO THIS JOYOUS OCCASION. WE HAVE PRAYED AND 

WORKED FOR PEACE, Now WE HUMBLY GIVE THANKS THAT WE CAN CELEBRATE THE 

BEGINNINGS OF PEACE IN THE MIDDLE EAST, 
... -.. ---·-· 

THE PEACE THAT WAS BORN TODAY HAS A MEAN-LNG THAT COMES DO\"IN TO US -
THROUGH TIME. 

l N ANCIENT DAYS J GoD PROM I SED ABRAHAM THAT FROM HIS SEED \'-IOULD COME -----
MANY NATIONS) AND THAT PROMISE HAS BEEN FULFILLED. 
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YET FOR MUCH TOO LONG) THE PEOPLE OF ISRAEL AND THE PEOPLE OF ----- --------- - -- --
EGYPT -- TWO OF THE NATIONS OF THE CHILDREN OF ABRAHAM) TRUSTING IN THE 

SAME GoDJ HOPING FOR THE SAME PEACE -- KNEW ONLY ENMITY BETEEN THEM, 

····------
·--·--·-�--__........... --- -- -

THAT TIME -- THANK GoD -- IS AT AN END, 

AFTER 30 YEARS AND 4 WARS) AFTER COUNTLESS DEATHS AND TERRIBLE 

ANGUISH) WE CAN NOW SEE A NEW ERA AHEAD -- AN ERAJ WE HOPE) IN WHICH 

VIOLENCE NO LONGER DOMINATES THE r1IDDLE EAST) AND THE JUST CONCERNS OF .. .... � .... ·-·�············ '" �- -· �·-··�---�----· .. --
ALL CAN FIND PEACEFUL EXPRESSION, 

·------·-· 

THE PATH OF PEACE HAS BROUGHfUS A LONG WAY IN A SHORT TIME. ------

IT WAS ONLY 16 MONTHS AGO THAT PRESIDENT SADAT MADE HIS EXTRA-

ORDINARY AND HISTORIC JOURNEY TO JERUSALEM) FOLLOWED BY PRIME MINISTER . �-·���-----� .... .. ..... ·-�·�-.-.-
BEGIN'S EQUALLY HISTORIC VJSlT TO ISMAlLIA, 
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THEIR VISION AND THEIR COURAGE STIRRED HOPE IN THE HEARTS OF PEOPLE 
·� 

AROUND THE WORLD, 
--

THE DISTANCE WE HAVECOME SI�CE THEN IS LITTLE SHORT OF MIRACULOUS, 

THERE WERE DIFFICULT MOMENTS) TIMES WHEN THE DIFFERENCES SEEMED IMPOSSIBLE 
--- ... ____ ... -·-··· 

� ---�---··--

TO OVERCOME, BUT AT EACH OF THOSE TIMESJ A FEW SIMPLE REALITIES SUMMONED 

US TO RENEWED EFFORT: 

--THE KNOWLEDGE THAT THE PEOPLE -- OF EGYPTJ OF ISRAEL J AND OF.THE 

WHOLE WORLD -- DEEPLY AND PASSIONATELY DESIRED PEACE; 

-- THE AWARENESS THAT THE PROCESS WE HAD EMBARKED UPON WAS THE ONLY 

PRACTICAL ROUTE TO PROGRESS; 

-- THE OBLIGATION WE FEEL TO THOSE WHO HAVE SUFFERED SO MUCHJ TO 

T�E YOUNGJ AND TO FUTURE GENERATIONS; 

. .  · •. ·. 
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-- AND1 ABOVE ALL1 THE DEPTH OF OUR COMMON FAITH IN A JUST AND 

MERCIFUL GoD. 
-� 

THESE THINGS SUSTAINED US1 AND THEY HAVE BROUGHT US HERE TONIGHT. 
---�-·----�'"" 

..-

-

·

-

-

-

-.... --..... ·""·'"·-l WANT TO NOTE HERE A SIMPLE FACT: THAT WHEN OTHERS COULD NOT ��- -
OR WOULD NOT MOVE TO END THE SEEMINGLY ENDLESS TRAGEDY OF THE MIDDLE --
EAST1 ANWAR AL-SADAT AND MENACHEM BEGIN DARED TO THINK THE UNTHINKABLE .- . 

DARED TO DO WHAT OTHERS FEARED COULD NOT BE DONE -- DARED TO SIEZE 

-·--·�------·--- - · 

HISTORY IN THEIR HANDS AND TURN IT TOWARD PEACE. 

THEIRS IS THE VISION OF THE PSALMIST: 
"BEHOLD1 HOW GOOD AND HOW ----

PLEASANT IT IS FOR BRETHREN TO DWELL TOGETHER IN UNITY ! " (PSALMS 133 :1) 
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THIS IS AN ACHIEVEMENT NOT ONLY OF LEADERSJ BUT OF PEOPLES 
- ----------· 

-� 
--�-·--·�-

STRONG AND CREATIVE PEOPLESJ PROUD OF PAST HERITAGE AND PRESENT 
------·-· "-----

ACHIEVEMENTSJAND WISE ENOUGH TO KNOW THAT FUTURE WELL-BEING CAN BE 

ASSURED ONLY THROUGH COOPERATION AND .MUTUAL TRUST, 

TONIGHT WE COMMEMORATE NOT AN ENDJ BUT A BEGINNING -- FOR A TREATY 
--� - �----·�··· .. . , . ______ ,,_.. .... �. .. .. ·��-- ---· ____ .., __ 

BETWEEN EGYPT AND ISRAEL IS BUT THE FIRST STEP ALONG THE ROAD, 

71/t':: f?A t..-€5 lit/ ;t4,v5 ArV:P 

\'!E f:-!9J� THAT.A q_:f.tt�.�.s. WILL SOON JOIN US. IN OUR E�-�
OR

_!
S TO MAKE THIS 

TREATY THE CORNERSTONE OF A COMPREHENSIVE PEACE A TRUE AND LASTING --

PEACE FOR THE ENTIRE MIDDLE EAST, 

I WELCOME AND INVITE THOSE WHO HAVE HELD BACK -- FOR WHATEVER 
--

MOTIVE -- TO JOIN US, 
--
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THE WAY IS LONG AND HARD -- BUT PEACE IS THE WAY, --� • .. 

WE SHARE A VISION OF A TIME WHEN ALL THE PEOPLE OF THE MIDDLE EAST 

MAY TURN THEIR ENERGIES TO THE WORKS OF LIFE -- WHEN YOUNG PEOPLE CAN 
.... ----

MARRY AND START FAMILIES WITH THE HOPE OF SEEING AND KNOWING THEIR 
-

CHILDREN'S CHILDREN -- W�EN THE OLD CAN DIE QUIETLY AFTER WITNESSING MANY 

A GENTLE SPRING .. 

WE PRAY FOR THAT TIME;,, .WE SHALL CONTINUE TO WORK FOR THAT TIME, 

THIS IS A SEASON OF RENEWAL1 WHEN THE EARTH BRINGS FORTH LIFE, 
-

THE KoRAN TELLS US OF A PROPHET AND KING OF ISRAEL FOR WHOM Goo's POWER 

"MADE THE VIOLENT WIND .FLOW TAMELY," S.XII:81) 

: , --" 

_._.,.._ ... .-... ..... _ 
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THE OLD TESTAMENT TELLS US THE WORDS OF THAT SAME KINGJ THE 

WORDS OF SoLOMON: 
.• 

-

"T6.EVERYTHING THERE IS A SEASON; AND A TIME TO EVERY PURPOSE UNDER 

THE HEAVEN." (ECCLESIASTES 3:1) 

FoR CENTURIES THE PEOPLE OF ISRAEL WERE DISPERSED AROUND THE 

WORLDJ OFTEN DESPISED AND PERSECUTED, FoR CENTURIES THE PEOPLE OF EGYPT 

SUFFERED UNDER FOREIGN DOMINATION. ONLY IN THE PAST GENERATION HAVE 
-------- ---

THESE TWO PROUD AND ANCIENT PEOPLES AGAIN �ECOME INDEPENDENT NATIONS, 

BUT THAT GENERATION HAS ALSO BEEN A TIME TO DIEJ TO PULCK UP WHAT 
----·�-----�-- ·�.:.-----.,-

IS PLANTEDJ .A TIME TO KILLJ A TIME OF BREAKING DOWNJ A TIME TO MOURNJ 
----�- �-�--� 

A TIME OF WEEPINGJ A TIME TO LOSEJ A TIME TO HATEJ AND A TIME FOR WAR. 

..... 

(=ovER=) <WE PRAY THAT THE. I I I � > 
-
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\'IE PRAY THAT THE SEAON OF WEEPING IS PAST,� THAT N01:'! \�ILL COf'!F 

A TH1E TO HEAL,� TO -�L,l\NT,� A TIME TO BUILD UP,� A TH-1E TO LAUGH,� 

A TIME TO DANCE,� A TIME TO EMBRACE,� A TIME TO LOVE, 
----

WE PRAY THAT AT LAST THE CHILDREN OF ABRAHAM HAVE COME TO A 
--�-

TIME FOR PEACE, 

AND NOW I WOULD LIKE TO PROPOSE A TOAST: 

-- To THE PRESIDENT oF THE AR�J?- REP!J.Bt,.J.c oF �-�YPT,� AN�·�AR EL-S/\DAT.� - ··- ... ··-· .. ---�···--· 
AND THE PRH1E r1INISTER OF THE STATE OF ISRAEL,� r1ENACHEM BEGIN; 

-- To THE GREAT PEOPLES THEY SERVE,� THE PEOPLE OF EGYPT AND THE 

PEOPLE OF ISRAEL,� NOW JOINED TOGETHER IN HOPE; 

:;s:·- ... -5�'� . 
-�.:,·�� • I . . :;: 
�?.f· . 
'.'li ' 

:-:�r 
. .. 

··N. 

·):��; 

�Jit ·. 

--·--·---�---
-- AND TO THE CAUSE WE ALL SERVE: SALAAM; SHALOM; TO PEACE, 
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WASHINGTON 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTI�L -� 

MEMOI�NDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 
-

FROM: FRJ\NK MOORE 

SUBJECT: Weekly Legisla tive Report 

I • DOMESTIC POLICY ISSUES 

1. !teal W��. I ns urance -- Treasury CL reports that the 
Administration needs to dec ide whether c1 subs tan tial addi
tional effort will be made for RWI as ther e is a stronq 
likelihood some co mmittees will reject the proposal the. 
first week of �pril. 

The Committee situa tion �s as foll ows : 

Senate nudg et Committee The Senate nudCJet Committee 
will mark up the First -Budc;et Resolution for FY I 80 the week 
of April 3. Tn our judgment, there is a good chance that 
Real Wage Insurance will not s urvive this mar k up. 

, . . 

This wc<.�k the Commi ttec decided they would use the CBO 1 s 
budqet f .i qurcs rather t_han the l\dmin is tra tion 1 s, resulting 
in a budget deficit of from $34 to $37.billion. Hence, there 
will be an impetus t.o elim i nate an additional $5+ b illion from 
our budget. 

Neither the Committee staff nor l-ius kie arc enthusiastic. 
·Senators Chile�, Johnston, and £xon could eas ily vote no. 

Their votes combined with the eight Republicans would be 
more than thr. c� lev en vo t e s neces s ary to cl imina tc real waqe 
insuranc.c in the Corruni t tee. 

��c Ruc!:r_c:t Commi t_tee -- We arc in somewho t better 
shape 1n the House Budget Committee. Giaimo and tvright are 
favorable. Nonetheless, if four additional Democrats join 
Brodhead and th� Republicans, we will have a majority opposed 
to us. 

Ways and Means -- Alternatives continue to be circulated 
by the Members tTiemsclvcs and a conclu sive res ult i s  not 
expected until the Trade Subcommittee returns from China the 
first week in April. 
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2. Council on w�gc and Price Stability -- By a vote of 
242 to 175--;-t.he -,rouse Ne-dn c sday passed a one-year extension 
for COWPS ins t ead of two�year reauthorization. 

The Senate will take the b ill up next week. 

3. Debt Limit -- The Senate will again take up the debt 
limit bjll on Monday. St:nator.s Dole, t\rmstrong, Domenici and 
others have been pushing various budget ba lanc ing amendments, 
while Senators Byrd and Long have been working to avoid the 
same. It now appears Lonq may have to accept a compromise 
amendmen t with no teeth but much rhetoric . .... 

Scna�nr Proxmirc will offer his amendment to extend the 
life of the Re n ego t iat i on Board. The amendment is not likely 
to pass. We· have informed Proxmirc we will support his amend
ment only if the bill itself is otherwise amended. If the 
Proxmirc 1\.mendmcnt WE!re to pass, the bill would have to go to 
conferc�nce. S i nee Cha i rm<:In Ullman and other members of the Ways 
and Means Comm i t tee arc in China, a conference would be delayed, 
probably until after the March 31 expiration date of the current 
debt limit. 

4. Budg�t Process -- The Congressional Budget proaEss 
for FY 79 has hit a s e ri ous snag. Because of the increase in 
debt service costs, the ceilings set in the 2nd Resolution have 
almost been reached. As a result, we have approximately $14 
billion in PY '79 Supplemental Requests that have not been acted 
on. Now, we arc urg ently seeking at least $800 mil lion in a 
FY '79 supplemental for the Mideast peace package. 

The Bud �J et Committees will most likely respond with a 
plan to combine the first resolution for FY 'BO with a 3rd 
resolution for rv '79. While this plan is possible, it has 
never been done before and will no doubt meet with resistance. 
Pass ing the 1st Resolution has historically been a very 
divisive process and ilny additional burden could dela y the 
Budge t Process, and therefore delay funds for the Israeli air 
bases. 

Mark-up nn the first Budget Resolution begins the week 
after next .i. n both Houses. 

'l'he Budget Task Force predicts that the Budget Committees 
will report a def i c i t no higher than the $29 to $30 billion 
range. We expect Defense budget authority to be cut in the 
House and the States' portion of General Revenue Sharing to 
be el imina te.d in bot.h chambers. 
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Since both comm ittees arc costing our budget recommenda-
. ti ons at a higher deficit than we show, we expect they will 
propose further cuts to attain the $29 billion target. In 
order to pass the resolution, the Administration will have 
to accept many of these cuts, which will be painful to certai n 

Cabinet departments. 

5. Health Issues 

Hospital Cost Containment -- The Senate Finance 
Committee spent two hours on HCC while reviewing the Talmadge 
Medicare-Medicaid legis l ation, but postponed consideration of 
the major issues. 

It appears now that the Committee will not take up the 
Talmadge Bill again un til npril 10 and 11. 

Senator Nelson assured us that the Administration's 
proposal, as it relates to the Talmadge Bill, will receive 
full de bate and consideration. 

We are cont j nuing to meet with members of the Finance 
Committee to try to put tog ether a majority for a cost 
containment bi]l. 

··' 

It now appears the f i rst subcommittee to report cost 
containment legislation will be the Kennedy Subcommittee, 
which is s chedul ed to meet on Tuesday and Wednesday of 
next week. Although some amendments are anticipated, chan ces 
are good that our bill will emerge from the subcommittee 
intact. 

National Heal th Care -- Secretary Califano will 
testify on Tuesday, March 27, before the full Finance 
Co�nittee on nat ion a l health care legislation. 

··.; . 
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The Committee has before it for purposes of the Tuesday 
and Wednesday hearing Senator Long ' s catastrophic health 
insurance legislation and the Long-Ribicoff health caFe bill 
which includes catastrophic and other provisions. 

The Secretary will address those measures and discuss in 
general the Administration's in tentions with respect � the 
national health plan and the legislat�on to implement the 
first phase of that program. 

6. Rescissions -- March 20, House-Senate conferees met 
on the FY '79 rescissions and quickly resolved their differences. 
The House acceded to all Senate rescissions for HEW programs, 
totaling $95.85 million (including a 20 percent across-the-board 
cut in health professions capitation}, while the Senate acceded 
to the House action restricting all funds under the new Career 
Education Incentive �ct for elementary and secondary schools. 
The conference report is scheduled for House action Tuesday, 
March 27, with Senate action expect ed shortly thereafter. 

This must be considered a major Administration victory. 

7. Nurse Training Amendments -- The Subcommittee approved 
reduced funding levels (to $103 million) for all seven program 
categories, a figure slightly less than half of the pending 
House version and in agreement with the conference committee 
rescission agreement reported on March 20. These figures are 
within OMB's range of acceptability. Thus, we will now focus 
on the Appropriations Committee to get as low a figure as 
possible. In the House, the going will be much tougher, as 
Chairman Staggers is not inclined. to make any cuts. 

8. Deregulation -� The jurisdictional dispute between 
Senators Kennedy and cannon has been settled. The Commerce 
Committee will get the bill. If Commerce reports it out, it 
goes to .Judicia_ry for thirty days. Kennedy's Committee gets a 
chance to hold hearings on the·bill but cannot amend it in 
Committee. Cannon has effectively defended what he regards 
as his turf, and Kennedy has been forced to settle for a face
saving gesture. 

On the House side, Congressmen Mikva and Derwinski issued 
st.rong endorsements Friday for deregulation. They are the 
first in the House to do so. 
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9. AMTRAK -- FRA Administrator Sullivan and Amtrak 
President Boyd shared the witness table amicably for two 
days of Amtrak hearings before the House Transportation 
Subcommittee. Congressman Conte took advantage of the 
occasion to defend the "Montrealer", a train slated to be 
cut that crosses his central Massachusetts' district. 

The other Members of the Subcommittee did not protest 
the re-structuring and we remain confident that the Sub
committee will support the Administration position. 

The rest of the hearing proceeded smoothly as the two 
lead witnesses made it clear that Amtrak and the FRA have 
co-operated closely in the develqpment of the restructuring 
plan. 

10. Aviation -- FAA Administrator Bond defended his 
tightening of air safety rules before the Aviation Subcommittee 
of House Public Works Tuesday. The new rules ·resulted from 
a rniu-air collision of a commercial jetliner and a private 
plane over San Diego last September. The rules which restrict 
air space available to planes that are not under the control of 
air traffic controllers have won strong support from commercial 
airlines and their pilots and bitter,opposition from private 
plane owners and pilots • 

Ten organizations representing the general aviation 
community, label the proposals as "unnecessary, unwarranted 
and drastic". Congressman Snyder, Ranking Minority Member of 
the Subcommittee also oppose the new rules. 

11. Public Works and the Budget -- After several days 
of hearings on the Administration's implementation of the 
Surface Transportation Act of 1978, the House Public Works 
Committee, which authored the bill, is preparing for battle over 
the funding leyels proposed in the President's budget for 
FY' 80. .., 

"Bizz" Johnson, Chairman of the full Committee and Jim 
Howard, Chairman of the Surface Transportation Subcommittee 
have announced plans to push hard for funding at the full 
authorization levels set out in the '78 Act. Accordingly, 
Public Works has asked the Budget Committee to approve a 
$9.2 billion obligation limit on the Highway Trust Fund 
($700 million over the President's budget ) and an additional 
$400 million in budget authority for highway and transit programs. 
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12. Alaska Lands -- Chairman John Breaux of the House 
Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee, Subcommittee on 

Fisheries, Wildlife Conservation and the Environment, has 

scheduled mark-up of the Alaska legislation beginning March 28. 

Breaux intends to use a "staff draft" prep�red by 
himself in concert with John Dingell, Ed Forsythe and Don 
Young, as a mark-up vehicle. The substance of this "staff 
draft" has been closely held by the participants. WHCL, 
Interior CL and USDA CL are working closely to plan 
Administration strategy for both the Committee and floor aetion. 
Further developments must await the introduction of Breaux's 
substitute. 

13. Water -- The Senate Energy Research and Development 
Subcommittee (Chairman, Senator Frank Church) completed 
hearings today on reclamation law reform. The Administration's 
position was presented in the form of amendments to a bill, 
S. 14, authored by Senator Church. The hearings represented 
an extension of those held in 1978 and added little new 
information. 

Senator Church is attempting to mark-up a bill pr ior to 
Senate's scheduled April 13 Easter recess. While S. 14 is 
expected to be the mark-up vehicle, support appears to be 
building for a number of the concepts embodied in s. 633 
authored by Senators McClure, McGovern, and others sympathetic 
to the western agricultural interests represented by the Farm 
Water Alliance. Key differences between the Administration's 
position and legislation which is likely to emerge from the 
Senate Subcommittee involve the issues of residency and limita
tions on the amount of land which a farm operator can lease 
and still receive Federal reclamation water. 

14. Tourism -- The first veto candidate to reach your 
desk this Congress is likely to be the Tourism bill. Sponsored 
by Senators Inouye and Cannon, it passed the Senate easily and 
is now before the House. Interstate and Foreign Commerce 
Conunittee Chairman Staggers, Congressman Florio and Congressman 
Santini have introduced the same bill. They hope to have it 
on your desk before the April recess. 

The bill is diametrically opposed to the Administration's 
position. It adds money t� the U.S. Travel Service rather than 
providing for the cuts your budget proposes. 

·l 
' 
i 
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The Commerce Department is encouraging GOP Members in 
the House to develop their plan for a self-financed, 
Federally-chartered, non-profit corporation that could assume 
many of the functions of USTS at no cost to the Federal 
government. Even if we supported the creation of such a 
corporation as a compromise, Congress is likely to insist on a 
one-year extension of USTS authorities (with augmented funding) 
while the corporation is being established. 

We will continue to explore long-term solutions to the 
USTS problem, but the outlook for this year appears bleak . 

. 15. Reorganization 

Education -� Hearings on the Department of Education 
bill are scheduled for next Monday and Tuesday before Brooks' 
Subcommittee. Mcintyre will be the lead witness Monday. There 
will only be three days after the hearings and before the 
Easter recess on which the Subcommittee can meet. Therefore, 
it is unlikely that markup will be completed before Easter. 

The Senate Governmental Affairs Committee will attempt 
to complete and file its report on Monday (March 26th). If it 
succeeds, the Bill could be brought up on the Senate floor as 
early as March 29. If the report is not filed on Monday, floor 
consideration would be delayed,until the week of April 2nd. 
At the moment the only major issue we expect to face on the 
floor is a Kennedy amendment to delete the NSF transfers. We 
understand that Senators Magnuson, Stevenson and Schmitt. hnve 
C1YL"t:!ett"" to co-sponsor the· amendmen-t. If that is true, the 
issue may be more difficult than last year when we were able 

-= ·to-· tabl-e a -similar Schmit_t amendment by a 62-23 vote. However, 
Committee staff has prepared a compromise that may be acceptable 
to us. 

Natural Resources -- WHCL will report to you Monday 
concerning our dlscusslons with Senators Ribicoff and Byrd 
on Senate strategy. 

Foreign Aid Reorganization -- The Senate Governmental 
Affairs Committee staff continues to obj ect to the submission 
of the IDCA reorganization without a more detailed description 
of the proposed executive order. Assuming that we are able to 
satisfy these objections, April 11th is the earliest that the 
plan could be submitted. Earlier submission would require 
Chairman Jack Brooks' specific concurrence, since it might 
jeopardize the Department of Education markup. 

• 
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This is a recurring theme from the Senate Committee. 
Ribicoff does not like to authorize substantial reorganization 
without a clear notion of organizational specifics in the 
reorganized agency. 

Regulatory Reform --· If your speech to the National 
Association of Broadcasters in Dallas this Sunday is not used 
to announce the Regulatory Reform Bill, submission of the Bill 
to Congress will be delayed until the middle of next week. 
The Senate Committee is very anxious to get the legislat�on. 
Hearings before the Senate Governmental Affairs Committee are 
presently scheduled for the 6th and perhaps the 9th of April. 
Mark-up is not expected before mid-May. House hearings have 
not been scheduled but should begin before the end of April. 

16. SBA Authorization Bill -- SBA staff and the Budget 
TaRk Force met this week with Congressmen Giaimo, Foley, and 
Bolling. While it was agreed that the SBA authorization bill 
(H.R. 90), as presently drafted, is a major "budget'buster" 

that should be amended on the House floor, it is uncertain 
what amendments will be offered or by whom. 

Our current approach, which is still under review, is to 
suggest two major amendments: (1} a package amendment to 
reduce interest rates, take SBA out of farm disaster lending, 
and provide a "credit elsewhere test"; and (2) an amendment to 
reduce authorization levels. We are now waiting for Chairman 
Giaimo to develop a consensus among key Congressmen on a 
feasible approach to the amendments. 

17. Social Security -- Jim Mcintyre met Thursday with 
Congressman Jake Picklei Chairman of the Ways and Means Sub
committee on Social Security, to discuss the 1980 budget 
recommendations for social security. 

Pickle agreed to consider Mcintyre's suggestion to take 
up the student benefit portion of the cost savings proposal if 
the committee could obtain a closed rule to prevent amendments 
dealing with social security revenues. It is unlikely that the 
rule can be obtained. 



II. FOREIGN POLICY ISSUES 

1. Middle East 
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Security assurances �- State briefed Committee 
leadership this week on security assurances lik,ely to be , 

negotiated with Israel. Terms seem acceptable provided the 
agreement does not create a binding obligation on the U.S. 
to act. 

The key political issue during next week's signing 
festivities will be the assistance package. Israel's friends 
will be pressing to improve the terms of the FMS pledge to 
Israel .  We do·not expect a Congressional challenge to the 
assistance proposals for Egypt, at least, not in the early 
stages. Public opinion appears to be against substantial 

aid in connection with the peace agreement , so members will 
be looking to· us for leadership in j ustifying it. So far 
there has been no opposition to FY '80 aid to Syria and 
Jordan, but we can expect it if these countries impose 
sanctions aga�nst Egypt. 

If we can demonstrate that the agreement is·part of an 
assertive Administration effort to secure U.S. interests in 
the Middle East/Persian Gulf area, it will be easier to 
obtain support for related initiatives (e.g. the Israel-Egypt 
aid package, aid to Turkey, etc.) 

2. Helms Amendment 

The Helms Amendment which was attached to the State 
Department ' s appropriation bill last year prohibits the use of 
u.s. contributions to the UN for technical assistance purposes. 
This has caused serious financial burdens for the specialized · 

agencies: most particularly the World Health Organizat ion which 
will run out of funds by the end of May in the absence of the 
u.s. contribution. 

· 

To alleviate the situation, we are seeking legislative 
vehicles to repeal the language of the Helms Amendment. Given 
the lack of legislation moving through the Congress, it has 
been impossible to get the repealer on the floor. We are 
focusing our attention on' two bills which are now moving 
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through the Senate .Foreign Relations Committee and on which 
the repealer can be attached. Senator Church has agreed to 
attach the repealer during mark-up. As a back-up, we have 
asked Congressman Zablocki to attach a repealer to the foreign 
assistance authorization bill which his Committee on Inter
national Relations is presently marking-up. 

The problem is one of timing. It is vital that Senator 
Byrd schedule the State authorization bill in the Senate as 
soon as possible and that Speaker O'Neill hold the schedule 
and bring the bill out before the Easter recess. We may need 
you to call one or both if the dates begin to slip. If the 
legislation goes as scheduled, we can expect a conference in 
late April and with some luck to you in early May. This 
assumes, however� that Helms will not filibuster the bill or 
that an egregious amendment is not attached to the legislation, 
e.g., lifting the Rhodesian embargo, making it unacceptable to 
you. 

In addition, the repeal of the Helms Amendment is important 
because Mrs. Carter will be addressing the World Health Organiza
tion in early May. 

3. Con ressional Unrest Over Africa Polic -- The question 
of removing R o es1an sanct1ons w1 e a maJOr Congressional 
test of our African policy. Secretary Vance's recent policy 
statement on Rhodesia, which included a call for UN-sponsored 
elections, should allow us to hold off Congressional critics 
at least until the scheduled April 20 elections in Rhodesia. 

We will have a foretaste of the sanctions fight next 
week when the McGovern/Hayakawa resolution on election observers 
for Rhodesia is considered in the Senate. Indications are that 
the resolution will command a large majority, even though State 
has conveyed to the Senate Foreign Relations Committee a full' 
report on the deteriorating security situation in Rhodesia as 
it would affect Congressionally-designated observers. (We are 
neutral on the resolution.) 

The Solarz Subcommittee in the House will consider the 
election observers question on March 29. The Solarz Sub
committee probably will not act favorably on the House version 
of the McGovern/Hayakawa resolution, but it could be overturned 
on the House floor, particularly if there is a strong Senate vote 
in favor of McGovern/Hayakawa. 

· 
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Our difficulties in Africa will not be eased if the UN 
fails to win final agreement on deploying UN forces in Namibia. 
We had hoped to point to a successful operation in Namibia as 
evidence that a UN supervised election scheme might work in 
Rhodesia. Our difficulties in Namibi a will instead reinforce 
Congressional skeptics. 

4. Panama Treatr Implementation -- State Department CL 
has been negotiating wlth Representative John Murphy, 
Chairman of the Merchant Marines and Fisheries Committee, and 
has shown the Committee tentative language which might help 
resolve the dif f erences. At this point Murphy's team seems 
disinclined to make a deal before the next mark-up session 
March 27. We are in a wait-and-see pattern. 

We are still being criticized on the costs to the U.S. 
to implement the treaty over the next 22 years. 

5. Security Assistance -- Events of the past week in 
the House mark-up of the Security Assistance bill have under
scored our dependence on the Republicans for support for key 
elements of our military assistance program. Many of the newer 
Democrat members of the Foreign Affairs Committee showed 
thems elves unwilling to follow the Administration•s lead when 
human rights concerns conflic t with national security interests . 

Th"e S25 mi llion MAP request for the Philippines was restored 
over the o b j ections of the new Democrats, and the Panama FMS 
reques t was halved when the new Democrats on the Foreign Affairs 
Committee, for human righ ts reasons, joined forces with the 
Republican effo rt to make an issue of Panama. The Senate, 
according to well-placed staff sources, is unlikely to agree 
to the Panama cut. 

Zablocki expects the bill to go to the floor about March 29. 

6. Taiwan Omnibus Legis lation The Taiwan Omnibus 
conference report will reach the .floor of the House and Senate 
late next week. We expect no problems. The reprogramming issue, 
however, remains unresolved. 
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III. MISCELLANEOUS 

organized Labor -- The position of organized labor on the 
Hill grows weaker by the day. The latest breach came when 
the AFL-CIO publicly broke with one of its strongest allies, 
Senator Williams, over his bill to establish Federal standards 
for state workman's compensation plans. Business senses the 
weakness and will press forward with an attempt to repeal 
Davis-Bacon. 

MTN -- The decision not to withdraw the preference in 
government procurement now given to small business and minority 
enterprises has been approved by Representatives John LaFalce, 
Joe Addabbo and Parren Mitchell. Strauss' quick action in 
renegotiating the treaty resolved the political hornet's nest. 

If Senator Dole is unsuccessful in attaching the repeal 
of carry-over basis on the Countervailing Duty Bill, it is 
doubtful that we will have the votes to eliminate it on the 
Senate floor. Thus, if the amendment survives the Conference 
with the House, there will have to be a decision on whether 
the CVD bill should be vetoed with .this provj sian in it. 



The program for the House of Representatives for the Week of 
March 26, 1979, ·is as follows: 

Monday, March 26 

House meets at noon. 
All recorded votes will be postponed until Tuesday, 

March 27. 

Suspensions (One Bill) 

1. H.R. 2277 - FAA R&D Authorization, FY '80. 

H.R. 2676 - EPA R&D Authorization, FY '80 
(Subject to a Rule Being Granted) 

Tuesday, March 27 

House meets at noon. 

suspensions (Two Bills) 

Votes on suspensions will be postponed until after both 
suspensions . 

1. H.R. 2301 - Technical Corrections Amendment to 
District Court Improvements Act. 

2. H.R. 3091 - One-year Extension of State Legislators 
Tax Treatment. 

Conference Report on· H.R. 2439 - Budget Recission Bill 

H.R. 2729 - NSF FY'SO Authorization 
(Subject to a Rule Being Granted) 

Wednesday, March 28 

House meets at. 3 p.m. 

H.R. 1787 - NASA '79 Supplemental Authorization 
(Subject to a Rule Being Granted) 

H.R. 1785 - NASA FY'80 Authorization 
(Subject to a Rule Being Granted) 



Thursday, March 29 

House meets at 11 a.m. 

H.R. --- - Security Assistance Bill 
(Subject to a Rule Being Granted) 

H. Res. 165 - Permit Select Committee on Intelligence 
to Conduct Certain Hearings 

Continental Shelf 

Friday, March 30 

House not �n Session. 

The House will adjourn by 5:30 p.m. ON ALL DAYS EXCEPT 
WEDNESDAY. 

*** 

Senate Schedule 

The Senate will complete consideration of the debt limit 
extension on Monday. There will be votes on•several amendments. 
Later in the week, the Senate will consider COWPS reauthorization,_ 
several minor Judiciary Committee bills:and possibly. the Depart
ment of Education bill. 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

- wASHiNGTON 

ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: FRANK MOORE 

SUBJECT: Weekly Legislative Report 

I. DOMESTIC POLICY ISSUES 

1. Real Wage Insurance -- Treasury CL reports that the 
Administration needs to decide whether a substantia+ addi
tional effort will be made for RWI as there is a strong 
likelihood some committees will reject the proposal the 
first week of April. 

The Committee situation is as follows: 

Senate Budget Committee The Senate Budget Committee 
will mark up the First Budget Resolution for FY '80 the week 
of April 3. In our judgment, there is a good chance that 
Real Wage Insurance will not survive this mark up. 

This week the Committee decided they would use the CBO's 
budget figures rather than the Administration ''s, resulting 
in a budget deficit of from $34 to $37 billion. Hence, there 
will be an impetus to �liminate an additional $5+ billion from 
our budget. 

Neither the Committee staff nor Muskie are enthusiastic. 
Senators Chiles, Johnston, and Exon could easily vote no. 
Their votes combined with the eight Republicans would be 
more than the eleven votes necessary to eliminate real wage 
insurance in the Committee. 

House Budget Committee -- We are in somewhat better 
shape in the House Budget Committee. Giaimo and Wright are 
favorable. Nonetheless, if four additional Democrats join 
Brodhead and the Republicans, we will have a majority opposed 
to us. 

Ways and Means -- Alternatives continue to be circulated 
by the Members themselves and a conclusive result is not 
expected until the Trade Subcommittee returns from China the 
first week in April. 
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2. Council on Wage and Price Stability -- By a vote of 
242 to 175, the House Wednesday passed a one-year extension 
for COWPS instead of two-year reauthorization. 

The Senate will take the bill up next week. 

3. Debt Limit -- The Senate will again take up the debt 
limit bill on Monday. Senators Dole, Armstrong, Domenici and 
others have been pushing various budget balancing amendments, 
while Senators Byrd and Long have been working to avoid the 
same. It now appears Long may have to accept a compromise 
amendment with.no teeth but much rhetoric. 

Senator Proxmire will offer his amendment to extend the 
life of the Renegotiation Board. The amendment is not likely 
to pass. We have informed Proxmire we will support his amend
ment only, if the bill itself is otherwise amended. If the 
Proxmire Amendment were to pass, the bill would have to go to 
conference. Since Chairman Ullman and other members of the Ways 
and Means Committee are in China, a conference would be delayed, 
probably until after the March 31 expiration date of the current 
debt limit. 

4. Budget Process -- The Congressional Budget 2rocess 
for FY 79 has hit a serious snag. Because of the increase in 
debt service costs, the ceilings set in the 2nd Resolution have 
almost been reached. As a result, we have approximately $14 
billion in FY '79 Supplemental Requests that have not been acted 
on. Now, we are urgently seeking at least $800 million in a 
FY '79 supplemental for the Mideast peace package. 

The Budget Committees will most likely respond �ith a 
plan to combine the first resolution for FY '80 with a 3rd 
resolution for FY '79. While this plan is possible, it has 
never been done before and will no doubt meet with resistance. 
Passing the 1st Resolution has historically been a very 
divisive process and any additional burden could delay the 
Budget Process, and therefore delay funds for the Israeli air 
bases. 

Mark-up on the First Budget Resolution begins the week 
after next in both Houses. 

The Budget Task Force predicts fhat the Budget Committees 
will report a deficit no higher than the $29 to $30 billion 
range. We expect Defense budget authority to be cut in the 
House and the States' portion of General Revenue Sharing to 
be eliminated in both chambers. 
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Since both committees are costing our budget recommenda-
.tions at a higher deficit than we show, we expect they will 
propose further cuts to attain the $29 billion target. In 
order to pass the resolution, the Administration will have 
to accept many of these cuts, which will be painful to certain 
Cabinet departments. 

5. Health Issues 

Hospital Cost Containment -- The Senate Finance 
Committee spent,two hours on HCC while reviewing the Talmadge 
Medicare-Medicaid legislation, but postponed consideration of 
the major issues. 

It appears now that the Committee will not take up the 
Talmadge Bill again until April 10 and 11. 

Senator Nelson assured us that the Administration's 
proposal, as it relates to the Talmadge Bill, will receive 
full debate and consideration. 

We are continuing to meet with members of the Finance 
Committee to try to put together a majority for a cost 
containment bill. 

It now appears the first subcommittee to report cost 
containment legislation will be the Kennedy Subcommittee, 
which is scheduled to meet on Tuesday and Wednesday of 
next week. Although some amendments are anticipated, chances 
are good that our bill will emerge from the subcommittee 
intact. 

National Health Care -- Secretary Califano will 
testify on Tuesday, March 27, before the full Finance 
Committee on national health care legislation. 
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The Committee has before it for purposes of the Tuesday 
and Wednesday hearing Senator Long's catastrophic health 
insurance legislation and the Long-Ribicoff health care bill 
which includes catastrophic and other provisions. 

The Secretary will address those measures and discuss in 
general the Administration's intentions with respect to the 
national health plan and the legislation to implement the 
first phase of that program. 

6. Rescissions -- March 20, House-Senate conferees met 
on the FY '79 rescissions and quickly resolved their differences. 
The House acceded to all Senate rescissions for HEW programs, 
tot�ling $95.85 million (including a 20 percent across-the-board 
cut in health professions capitation), while the Senate acceded 
to the House action restricting all funds under the new Career 
Education Incentive Act for elementary and secondary schools. 
The conference report is scheduled for House action Tuesday, 
March 27, with Senate action expected shortly thereafter. 

This must be considered a major Administration victory. 

7. Nurse Training Amendments -- The Subcommittee approved 
reduced funding levels (to $103 million) for all seven program 
categories, a figure slightly less than half of the pending 
House version and in agreement with the conference committee 
rescission agreement reported on March 20. These figures are 
within OMB's- range of acceptability. Thus, we will now focus 
on the Appropriations Committee to get as low a figure as 
possible. In the House, the going will be much tougher, as 
Chairman Staggers is not inclined to make any cuts. 

8. Deregulation -- The jurisdictional dispute between 
Senators Kennedy and Cannon has been settled. The Commerce 
Committee will get the bill. If Commerce reports it out, it 
goes to Judiciary for thirty days. Kennedy's Committee gets a 
chance to hold hearings on the bill but cannot amend it in 
Committee. Cannon has effectively defended what he regards 
as his turf, and Kennedy has been forced to settle for a face
saving gesture. 

On the House side, Congressmen Mikva and Derwinski issued 
strong endorsements Friday for deregulation. They are the 
first in the House to do so� 
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9. AMTRAK -- FRA Administrator Sullivan and Amtrak 
President Boyd shared the witness table amicably for two 
days of Amtrak hearings before the House Transportation 
Subcommittee. Congressman Conte took advantage of the 
occasion to defend the "Montrealer", a train slated to be 
cut that crosses his central Massachusetts' district. 

The other Members of the Subcommittee did not protest 
the re-structuring and we remain confident that the Sub
committee will support the Administration position. 

The rest of the hearing proceeded smoothly as the two 
lead witnesses made it clear that Amtrak and the FRA have 
co-operated closely in the development of the restructuring 
plan. 

10. Aviation -- FAA Administrator Bond defended his 
tightening of air safety rules before the Aviation Subcommittee 
of House Public Works Tuesday� The new rules resulted from 
a mid-air collision of a commercial jetliner and a private 
plane over San Diego last September. The rules which restrict 
air space available to planes that are not under the control of 
air traffic controllers have won strong support from commercial 
airlines and their pilots and bitter opposition from private 
plane owners and pilots. 

Ten organizations .representing the general aviation 
community, label the proposals as "unnecessary, unwarranted 
and drastic". Congressman Snyder, Ranking Minority Member of 
the Subcommittee also oppose the new rules. 

11. Public Works and the Budget -- After several days 
of hearings on the Administration's implementation of the 
Surface Transportation Act of 1978, the House Public Works 
Committee, which authored the bill, is preparing for battle over 
the funding levels proposed in the President's budget for 
FY'80. 

"Bizz" Johnson, Chairman of the full Committee and :JJim�n 
Howard, Chairman of the Surface Transportation Subcommittee 
have announced plans to push hard for funding at the full 
authorization levels set out in the '78 Act. Accordingly, 
Public works has asked the Budget Committee to approve a 
$9.2 billion obligation limit on the Highway Trust Fund 
($700 million over the President's budget) and an additional 

$400 million in budget authority for highway and transit programs. 
I 
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12. Alaska Lands -- Chairman John Breaux of the House 
Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee, Subcommittee on 
Fisheries, Wildlife Conservation and the Environment, has 
scheduled mark-up of the Alaska legislation beginning March 28. 

Breaux intends to use a "staff draft" prepared by 
himself in concert with John Dingell� Ed Forsythe and Don 
Young, as a mark-up vehicle. The substance of this "staff 
draft" has been closely held by the participants. WHCL, 
Interior CL and USDA CL are working closely to plan 
Administration strategy for both the Committee and floor action. 
Further developments must await the introduction of Breaux's 
substitute. 

13. Water -- The Senate Energy Research and Development 
Subcommittee (Chairman, Senator Frank Church) completed 
hearings today on reclamation law reform. The Administration's 
position was presented in the form of amendments to a bill, 
S. 14,_ authored by Senator Church. The hearings represented 
an extension of those held in 1978 and added little new 
information. 

Senator Church is attempting to mark-up a bill prior to 
Senate's scheduled April 13 Easter r�cess. While S. 14 is 
expected to be the mark-up vehicle, support appears to be 
building for a number of the concepts embodied in S. 633 
authored by Senators McClure, McGovern, and others sympathetic 
to the western agricultural interests represented by the Farm 
Water Alliance. Key differences between the Administration's 
position and legislation which is likely to emerge from the 
Senate Subcommittee involve the issues of residency and limita
tions on the amount of land which a farm operator can lease 
and still receive Federal reclamation water. 

14. Tourism -- The first veto candidate to reach your 
desk this Congress is likely to be the Tourism bill. Sponsored 
by Senators Inouye and Cannon, it passed the Senate easily and 
is now before the House. Interstate and Foreign Commerce 
Committee Chairman Staggers, Congressman Florio and Congressman 
Santini have introduced the same bill. They hope to have it 
on your desk before the April recess. 

The bill is diametrically opposed to the Administration's 
position. It adds money to the U.S. Travel Service rather than 
providing for the cuts your budget proposes. 
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The Commerce Department is encouraging GOP Members in 
the House to develop their plan for a self-financed, 
Federally-chartered, non-profit corporation that could assume 
many of the functions of USTS at no cost to the Federal 
government. Even if we supported the creation of such a 
corporation as a compromise, Congress is likely to insist on a 
on�-year extension of USTS authorities (with augmented funding) 
while the corporation is being established. 

We will conti�ue to explore long-term solutions to the 
USTS problem, but the outlook for this year appears bleak. 

15. Reorganization 

Education -- Hearings on the Department of Education 
bill ar� scheduled for next Monday and Tuesday before Brooks' 
Subcommittee. Mciptyre will be the lead witness Monday. There 
will only be three days after the hearings and before the 
Easter recess on which the Subcommittee can meet. Therefore, 
it is unlikely that markup will be completed before Easter. 

The Senate Governmental Affairs Committee will attempt 
to complete and file its report on Monday (March 26th) . If it 
succeeds, the Bill could be brought up on the Senate floor as 
early as March 29. If the report is not filed on Monday, floor 
consideration would be delayed until the week of April 2nd. 
At the moment the only major issue we expect to face on the 
floor is a Kennedy amendment to delete the NSF transfers. We 
understand that Senators Magnuson, Stevenson and Schmitt have 
agreed to co-sponsor the amendment. If that is true, the 
issue may be more difficult than last year when we were able 
to table a similar Schmitt amendment by a 62-23 vote. However, 
Committee staff has prepared a compromise that may be acceptable 
to us. 

Natural Resources -- WHCL will report to you Monday 
concerning our dlscussions with Senators Ribicoff and Byrd 

- on Senate �trategy. 
r 

Foreign Aid Reorganization -- The Senate Governmental 
Affairs Commlttee staff continues to object to the submission 
of the IDCA reorganization without a more detailed description 
of the proP.osed executive order. Assuming that we are able to 
satisfy these objections, April 11th is the earliest that the 
plan could be submitted. Earlier submission would require 
Chairman Jack Brooks' specific concurrence, since it might 
jeopardize the Department of Education markup. 
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This is a recurring.theme from the Senate Committee. 
Ribicoff does not like to authorize substantial reorganization 
without a clear notion of organizational specifics in the 
reorganized agency. 

Regulatory Reform -- If your speech to the National 
Association of Broadcasters in Dallas this Sunday is not used 
to announce the Regulatory Reform Bill, submission of the Bill 
to Congress will be delayed until the middle of next week. 
The Senate Committee is very anxious to get the legislation. 
Hearings before the Senate Governmental Affairs Committee are 
presently scheduled for the 6th and perhaps the 9th of April. 
Mark-up is not expected before mid-May. House hearings have 
not been scheduled but should begin before the end of April. 

16. SBA Authorization Bill -- SBA staff and the Budget 
Task Force met this week with Congressmen Giaimo, Foley, and 
Bolling. While it was agreed that the SBA authorization bill 
(H.R. 90), as presently drafted, is a major "budget buster" -

that should be amended on the House floor, it is uncertain 
what amendments will be offered or by whom. 

Our current approach, which is still under review, is to 
suggest two major amendments: (1) a package amendment to 
reduce interest rates, take SBA out of farm disaster lending, 
and provide a "credit elsewhere test"; and (2) an amendment to 
reduce authorization levels. We are now waiting for Chairman 
Giaimo to develop a consensus among key Congressmen on a 
feasible approach to the amendments. 

17. Social Security -- Jim Mcintyre met Thursday with 
Congressman Jake Pickle, Chairman of the Ways and Means Sub
committee on Social Security, to discuss the 1980 budget 
recommendations for social security. 

Pickle agreed to consider Mcintyre's suggestion to take 
up the student benefit portion of the cost savings proposal if 
the committee could obtain a closed rule to prevent amendments 
dealing with social security revenues. It is unlikely that the 
rule can be obtained. 



II. FOREIGN POLICY ISSUES 

1. Middle East 
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Security assurances -- State briefed Committee 
leadership this week on security assurances likely to be 
negotiated with Israel. Terms seem acceptable provided the 
agreement does not create a binding obligation on the U.S. 
to act. 

The key political issue during next week's signing 
festivities will be the assistance package. Israel's friends 
will be pressing to improve the terms of the FMS pledge to 
Israel. We do not expect a Congressional challenge to the 
assistance proposals for Egypt, at least, not in the early 
stages. Public opinion appears to be against substantial 
aid in connection with the peace agreement, so members will 
be looking .to�: us for leadership in justifying it. So far 
there has been no opposition to FY '80 aid to Syria and 
Jordan, but we can expect it if these countries impose 
sanctions against Egypt. 

If we can demonstrate that the agreement is part of an 
assertive Administration effort to secure U.S. interests in 
the Middle East/Persian Gulf area, it will be easier to 
obtain support for related initiatives (e.g. the Israel-Egypt 
aid package, aid to Turkey, etc.) 

2. Helms Amendment 

The Helms Amendment which was attached to the State 
Department's appropriation bill last year prohibits the use of 
U.S. contributions to the UN for technical assistance purposes. 
This has caused serious financial burdens for the specialized 
agencies; most particularly the World Health Organization which 
will run out of funds by the end of May in the absence of the 
U.S. contribution. 

To alleviate the situation, we are seeking legislative 
vehicles to repeal the language of the Helms Amendment. Given 
the lack of legislation moving through the Congress, it has 
been impossible to get the repealer on the floor. We are 
focusing our attention on two bills which are now moving 
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through the Senate Foreign Relations Committee and on which 
the repealer can be attached. Senator Church has agreed to 
attach the repealer during mark-up. As a back-up, we have 
asked Congressman Zablocki to attach a repealer to the foreign 
assistance authorization bill which his Committee on Inter
national Relations is presently marking-up. 

The problem is one of timing. It is vital that Senator 
Byrd schedule the State authorization bill in the Senate as 
soon as possible and that Speaker O'Neill hold the schedule 
and bring the bill out before the Easter recess. We may need 
you to call one or both if the dates begin to slip. If the 
legislation goes as scheduled, we can expect a conference in 
late April and with some luck to you in early May. This 
assumes, however, that Helms will not filibuster the bill or 
that an egre�ious amendment is not attached to the legislation, 
e.g., lifting the Rhodesian embargo, making it unacceptable to 
you. 

In addition, the repeal of the Helms Amendment is important 
because Mrs. Carter will be addressing the World Health Organiza
tion in early May. 

3. Congressional Unrest Over Africa Policy -- The question 
of removing Rhodes1an sanct1ons w1ll be a maJor Congressional 
test of our African policy. Secretary Vance's recent policy 
statement on Rhodesia, which included a call for UN-sponsored 
elections, should allow us to hold off Congressional critics 
at least until the scheduled April 20 elections in Rhodesia. 

We will have a foretaste of the sanctions fight next 
week when the McGovern/Hayakawa resolution on election observers 
for Rhodesia is considered in the Senate. Indications are that 
the resolution will command a large majority, even though State 
has conveyed to the Senate Foreign Relations Committee a full 
report on the deteriorating security situation in Rhodesia as 
it would affect Congressionally-designated observers. (We are 
neutral on the resolution.) 

The Solarz Subcommittee in the House will consider the 
election observers question on March 29. The Solarz Sub
committee probably will not act favorably on the House version 
of the McGovern/Hayakawa resolution, but it could be overturned 
on the House floor, particularly if there is a strong Senate vote 
in favor of McGovern/Hayakawa. 
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Our difficulties in Africa will not be eased if the UN 
fails to win final agreement on deploying UN forces in Namibia. 
We had hoped to point to a successful operation in Namibia as 
evidence that a UN supervised election scheme might work in 
Rhodesia. Our difficulties in Namibia will instead reinforce 
Congressional skeptics. 

4. Panama Treaty Implementation -- State Department CL 
has been negot1at1ng with Representative John Murphy, 
Chairman of the Merchant Marines and Fisheries Committee, and 
has shown the Committee tentative language which might help 
resolve the differences. At this point Murphy's team seems 
disinclined to make a deal before the next mark-up session 
March 27. We are in a wait-and-see pattern. 

We are still being ·Criticized on the costs to the U.S. 
to implement the treaty over the next 22 years. 

5. Security Assistance -- Events of the past week in 
the House mark-up of the Security Assistance bill have under
scored our dependence on the Republicans for support for key 
elements of our military assistance program. Many of the newer 
Democrat members of the Foreign Affairs Committee showed 
themselves unwilling to follow the Administration's lead when 
human rights concerns conflict with national security interests. 
The $25 million MAP request for the Philippines was restored 
over the objections of the new Democrats, and the Panama FMS 
request was halved when the new Democrats on the Foreign Affairs 
Committee, for human rights reasons, joined forces with the 
Republican effort to make an issue of Panama. The Senate, 
according to well-placed staff sources, is unlikely to agree 
to the Panama cut. 

· 

Zablocki expects the bill to go to the floor about March 29. 

6. Taiwan Omnibus Legislation The Taiwan Omnibus 
conference report ·will reach the floor of the House and Senate 
late next week. We expect no problems. The reprogramming issue, 
however, remains unresolved. 
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III. MISCELLANEOUS 

Organized Labor -- The position of organized labor on the 
Hill grows weaker by the day. The latest breach came when 
the AFL-CIO publicly broke with one of its strongest allies, 
Senator Williams, over his bill to establish Federal standards' 
for state workman's compensation plans. Business senses the 
weakness and will press forward with an attempt to repeal 
Davis-Bacon. 

MTN -- The decision not to withdraw the preference in 
government procurement now given to small business and minority 
enterprises has been approved by Representatives John LaFalce, 
Joe Addabbo and Parren Mitchell. Strauss' quick action in 
renegotiating the treaty resolved the political hornet's nest. 

If Senator Dole is unsuccessful in attaching the repeal 
of carry-over bas1s on the Countervailing Duty Bill, it is 
doubtful that we will have the votes to eliminate it on the 
Senate floor. Thus, if the amendment survives the Conference 
with the House, there will have to be a decision on whether 
the CVD bill should be vetoed with this provision in it. 



The program for the House of Representatives for the Week of 
March 26, 1979, is as follows: 

Monday, March 26 

House meets at noon. 
All recorded votes will be postponed until Tuesday, 

March 27. 

Suspensions (One Bill) 

1. H.R. 2277 - FAA R&D Authorization, FY '80. 

H.R. 2676 - EPA R&D Authorization, FY '80 
(Subject to a Rule Being Granted) 

Tuesday, March 27 

House meets at noon. 

Suspensions (Two Bills) 

Votes on suspensions will be postponed
.

until after both 
suspensions. 

1. H.R. 2301 - Technical Corrections Amendment to 
District Court Improvements Act. 

2. H.R. 3091 - One-year Extension of State Legislators 
Tax Treatment 

Conference Report on H.R. 2439 - Budget Recission Bill 

H.R. 2729 - NSF FY'80 Authorization 
(Subject to a Rule Being Granted) 

Wednesday, March 28 

House meets at 3 p.m. 

�.R. 1787 - NASA '79 Supplemental Authorization 
,. (Subject to a Rule Being Granted) 

H.R. 1785 - NASA FY'80 Authorization 
(Subject to a Rule Being Granted) 



Thursday, March 29 

House meets at 11 a.m. 

H.R. --- - Security Assistance Bill 
(Subject to a Rule Being Granted) 

H. Res. 165 � Permit Select Committee on Intelligence 
to Conduct·Certain Hearings 

Continental Shelf 

Friday, March 30 

House not in Session. 

The House will adjourn by 5 :30 p.m. ON ALL DAYS EXCEPT 
WEDNESDAY. 

*** 

Senate Schedule 

The Senate will complete consideration of the debt limit 
extension on Monday. There will be votes on several amendments. 
Later in the week, the Senate will consider COWPS reauthorization, 
several minor Judiciary Committee bills and possibly the Depart
ment of Education bill. 




